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ONE LINE SYNOPSIS

Revenge is back in fashion.

ONE PARAGRAPH SYNOPSIS

Based on the best-selling novel by Rosalie Ham, THE DRESSMAKER is a bittersweet, comedy-drama set in early 1950s Australia. Tilly Dunnage (KATE Winslet), a beautiful and talented misfit, after many years working as a dressmaker in exclusive Parisian fashion houses, returns home to the tiny middle-of-nowhere town of Dungatar to right the wrongs of the past. Not only does she reconcile with her ailing, eccentric mother Molly (JUDY Davis) and unexpectedly fall in love with the pure-hearted Teddy (LIAM HEMSWORTH), but armed with her sewing machine and incredible sense of style, she transforms the women of the town and in so doing gets sweet revenge on those who did her wrong.
ONE PAGE SYNOPSIS

1951. Tilly Dunnage (KATE Winslet), a beautiful, talented misfit, who’s been working as a dressmaker in France for the great haute couture designers, returns home to Dungatar, a one-horse town deep in the wheat belt of south-east Australia. After 20 years away, Tilly has been driven back by a recent tragedy, to do two things – look after her ailing, eccentric mother Molly (JUDY Davis), and right the wrongs of the past that continue to haunt her. Tilly Dunnage has revenge in her heart.

In Dungatar, everybody knows everybody and they all have a secret. Cabin-crazed, bitter, grasping and small-minded, the town folk maintain a precarious equilibrium as they know that their secrets are not safe.

When Tilly arrives back, the balance starts to shift. Signs of trouble come in the form of the extravagant fabrics, which start arriving from France, delivered to Dungatar in exotic tea chests.

The local constabulary, in the form of Sergeant Farrat (HUGO Weaving), is the first to develop a special, breathless interest in Tilly’s magical way with thread and silk. He becomes something of a buffer between Tilly and the town’s people, who haven’t forgotten the tragedy they believe Tilly caused as a child—tearing the town apart and leading to her exile.

Tilly feels instinctively that she was wronged, but she also feels cursed and can’t clearly remember what happened. The Dungatarians are drawn in by Tilly’s bewitching skills of transformation, and one by one, she extracts from them the information necessary to piece the truth together. The extraordinary gowns she creates become her means for revenge against those who did her wrong. There’ll be a price for looking this good.

The stakes are raised when Councillor Evan Pettyman (SHANE BOURNE), who virulently hates Tilly and Molly, employs the buttoned-up Una Pleasance (SACHA HORLER), a rival dressmaker from Melbourne, to compete with Tilly and bring her down.

Along the way Tilly bares her heart and against her better judgement falls in love with local football hero, Teddy McSwiney (LIAM HEMSWORTH). Most importantly, she forms an initially volatile but finally tender reconciliation with her mother Molly.

In a no-holds-barred showdown between Tilly’s and Una’s creations, it becomes clear that the transformation of the residents of Dungatar has only exaggerated their many flaws, and revealed just how ugly and black their hearts are. Their obsession with Tilly’s couture designs will be their ultimate unravelling, and Tilly’s final triumph.
HOW THE PRODUCTION GOT SEWN UP

FROM PAGE TO SCREEN

When *The Dressmaker* was published in the year 2000, producer SUE MASLIN saw the novel and recognised the name of the author, ROSALIE HAM.

“I went to school with a Rosalie Ham - it turned out it was one in the same” Sue Maslin explains. “We both grew up in a little country town called Jerilderie, in the southern Riverina area of NSW, and we both were at boarding school in Melbourne which meant from a very early age catching a bus that took five and a half hours to travel up to Jerilderie and drop us off in the middle of the night to be picked up by our parents.”

Sue Maslin read and loved the book because it encapsulated, without being nostalgic or sentimental, something raw and honest and funny and tragic about what it’s like to grow up in a little country town – “the kind of place where everybody knows everyone else’s business and you can tolerate the worst evil and the greatest of excesses amongst each other just as long as you are not an outsider.”

*The Dressmaker* was Rosalie Ham’s first novel.

Rosalie Ham says: “I went to a writing course and they said ‘you’re going to write a novel, a practice novel, you probably won’t get this novel published because people don’t often get their first novel published’. And I thought, fine, well I’ll just put everything in. ‘Everything’ ended up being all the big themes - death, marriage, betrayal.”

And so Tilly Dunnage, her mother Molly and the fictional town of Dungatar were born.

The character of Tilly seems drawn, at least in part, from Rosalie’s mother. “My mother was one of the dressmakers in Jerilderie. She happened to be divorced, and so there was a certain amount of scandal that was attached to that. She had to make a living as a seamstress. And I saw the difference in her role as the seamstress as opposed to the other ladies who were in the hierarchy of the town that wanted beautiful frocks made by her.

Having someone like Tilly return to the town as an inferior person but actually impossibly beautiful and superior, juxtaposed against the people of the town, that’s the point I wanted to make.”

Sue Maslin continues: “I fell in love with this idea of going back to your village after many years away and being the proverbial stone that’s dropped into the pond that creates the ripples going out - It captured something that I recognised.”

Sue’s securing of the option for the film rights would prove a little more difficult.
Sue says: “I got in touch with Rosalie because I was dying to see if there was some way that I could get rights, but sadly they’d already been assigned to another producer. We met up anyway and started to get to know each other again. We never discussed the making of the book into the film at that point because it was with another producer but we started playing golf.”

“We’re both very bad golfers, but there’s nothing better than being on a golf course with a novelist talking about life, death and the universe. Then one day Rosalie turned around to me and said, the rights to The Dressmaker are coming up, do you think you’d be interested, and it was like: ‘YES!’”

Rosalie Ham had to face the natural fear of a novelist in ‘handing over’ their work. Building up this renewed friendship and a mutual understanding with Sue Maslin helped.

“When someone comes to you and says I want to turn your book into a film, it’s very exciting but then there’s also some sort of fear that they’re going to change it.” Explains Rosalie. “But, Sue understood exactly what it was about. I had seen Road To Nhill (which Sue Maslin had produced in 1997), and loved that film because it understood the relationships between characters in a small community, and human nature. So once the option had expired and Sue told me what she wanted to do, it was a fait accompli.”

How did JOCELYN MOORHOUSE come into the story?

Sue explains: “I needed somebody that could capture that edge between comedy and tragedy that’s so essential to the story, and the person that I kept going back to was Jocelyn Moorhouse, mostly on the basis of her beautiful, funny, sad film Proof which was the film that really announced her as the extraordinary director that she is. I flew to Los Angeles to meet Jocelyn and we had a really great conversation about it but she was not ready to make the film at that time.”

However, as with many elements of this story, persistence was key.

Jocelyn Moorhouse recalls: “I suggested other people she could go to, but Sue wouldn’t take no for answer. She kept coming back to me every couple of months - ‘are you still too busy?’ - so I finally read the book, immediately fell in love with it and was completely obsessed with turning it into a movie.”

Jocelyn came on board, not only as director but as writer of the screenplay.

Rosalie Ham says: “I knew that once I signed the option, I had to let it go. It was no longer my project. When Sue mentioned that she would like to get Jocelyn to write the screenplay, I knew that Jocelyn would do a wonderful job because of PROOF. It’s a film I’ve never forgotten.”

The natural fears remained, but when Sue and Rosalie drove down to Warragul in rural Victoria and met Jocelyn at her parents’ home, Rosalie took a stack of books that she’d
referenced to write *The Dressmaker*. In that general enthusiasm of looking through the books, and saying “Oh my goodness, look at that frock”, or “That’s wonderful and this is a twill, this is how they do this”, Rosalie knew that Jocelyn was just as enthusiastic and her ideas about the palette, the designs, the story, were aligned with the spirit of the book.

“Once we drove away from Warragul on our way back to Melbourne,” recalls Rosalie “I remember thinking ‘It’s all going to be fine, it will be good’.”

Sue Maslin says, “Rosalie’s been our touch stone. Rosalie told Jocelyn her thoughts about the characters, but they were offered, they were never forced or pushed onto us at all, she was completely and utterly trusting of what we’re doing.”

Jocelyn Moorhouse says there were many things that drew her to want to adapt the book. “The story itself is really irresistible. I love revenge, the concept of what drives a person to want to punish evil doers for what they did in the past. I loved the character of Tilly, this incredibly strong woman who has a mysterious quality and a tragic past. I also loved the mother-daughter relationship and the possibility of bringing two extraordinary actresses together to fire off each other. The love story is very beautiful, it’s also very dark and funny and it has an epic quality on the emotional level.”

Jocelyn continues: “I wanted to create, in the script and onscreen, a western feel, an archetypal, wasted, harsh landscape that these people have to survive in, but at the same time there’s a sense of humour to it all, and a sense of style. It was my intention for it to have a fable quality - a mean little town with a secret tries to ward off this avenging angel who descends on them.”

As the writing began, Sue Maslin loved where Jocelyn took the script.

Sue says: “It was clear to me that if you just played it for the comedy, you could very quickly descend into caricature. At all times, sitting under the comedy, you have to have an equal measure of pathos, so that you appreciate what is emotionally driving these characters at any given time. Jocelyn understood all of that. The level of detail that’s in the script is quite extraordinary, it works on many, many levels.”

Sue waited until the script was advanced before asking Rosalie to read it.

“The screenplay arrived and it sat on my coffee table” Rosalie recalls. “I picked it up every now and again and flicked through it, to make sure that the key scenes that I deeply wanted to remain in the screenplay were there.

Sue Maslin phoned me after 24 hours and said ‘I feel sick, I haven’t heard from you. You’ve got to tell me what you think.’ I said “It’s wonderful, you go ahead and make it!” but I didn’t confess to Sue that I hadn’t really read the screenplay. It’s not my thing - it’s their project. I wanted to be surprised. I was perfectly comfortable that they could do whatever they needed to do. I was concerned about the big things remaining in, and once I knew they were still there, I was perfectly happy.”
It was clear to Sue Maslin from early on that this was not going to be a low budget film. The setting and costumes were going to be period - not only that, but couture period design. “That coupled with the fact that we were setting the film in a country location with a cast of thousands, big ensemble pieces, this was going to mean for an Australian budget, it was going to be on the higher side.”

To access such a budget, casting was key. From the outset, Sue and Jocelyn needed to start thinking about actresses with sufficient calibre and box office clout, as well as the talent and extraordinary range to embody Tilly.

Jocelyn says: “I have loved and wanted to work with KATE Winslet ever since I saw her in Heavenly Creatures. When I was writing the screenplay, as I thought about who could play Tilly, Kate was at the top of my list. It’s her strength, her beauty, her sensuality and also the fact that she can become such a complex character.”

When Sue Maslin sent the script to Kate Winslet, Jocelyn remembers saying to Sue: “What’s the harm, she can only say no, or she might say yes.”

Sue Maslin continues: “We didn’t quite realise at the time how long these processes take but we were very happy to wait and we didn’t offer it to anyone else in that time.”

Jocelyn Moorhouse remembers: “We kept wondering if we should just give up, but I couldn’t get the idea of Kate Winslet playing Tilly out of my head, so I said let’s just keep waiting, and finally one day I received the most beautiful, effusive email from Kate saying ‘I love this character, I know how to play her, I know her, yes I’m doing it.’”

Kate Winslet remembers: “When I first read the script I was very taken by how different she was as a woman to anything I’d read for quite a while. There’s a strength in her that is unflinching and almost aggressive at times because she has had to overcome so many challenges in order to stay strong and to be the person that she is.”

“She’s an Australian and I always love playing characters that come from somewhere else. I was taken with Tilly being surrounded by the Dungatarians, as we ended up calling the locals during the shoot – her story is set against such a hilarious backdrop, the irony in that really struck me. It’s a risky, fun, comedic, dark, sometimes strange story with a very strong mother-daughter relationship at its heart ultimately. So, it was a combination of all of those things really that grabbed me.”

Like Sue Maslin, Rosalie Ham and Jocelyn Moorhouse, Oscar™ nominated Director of Photography DON McALPINE also grew up in rural Australia. For Don, coming to know the script and form the visual execution of the film was a process of absorption that began years before the first day of shooting.

“I knew Jocelyn was writing the script two or three years ago before production started” says Don McAlpine. “On most films I arrive three weeks before shooting starts, but this
wasn’t the case. I enjoy the way she and P.J. Hogan (Jocelyn’s husband and a film director) make films. I’ve reached a stage in my career where I pick jobs where I’m going to get something back out and I think this is one of them.”

Don’s first task, which would result in the film needing an even larger budget, would be to find Dungatar…

FINDING DUNGATAR

Dungatar is not a real town, it’s a wicked amalgam, a small town that could be anywhere in the world, that despite its fantastical vision and eccentric occupants, is built around deep truths about human behaviour.

Jocelyn Moorhouse says: “It’s the kind of home town you never want to go back to, full of nasty people and really frightening secrets. Everybody knows something about everybody else and everyone is held in check.”

It’s a town that grew out of Rosalie Ham’s fertile imagination, that the film’s creative team would have to interpret. When they set out on the road of Victoria and NSW to find a readymade Dungatar, they didn’t realise the challenge that lay ahead.

Sue Maslin recalls: “The very first trip was just Rosalie Ham and I – we got in a car and headed west, out of Melbourne into the Victorian countryside, into what we call the Mallee and the Wimmera areas, the big flat wide open plains. We went there first because that’s the kind of landscape where we grew up.”

There were options in many towns, but there were always elements that weren’t quite right for Dungatar. Once Jocelyn came on board, she became very involved in searching for the locations and the brief became even more specific – the town of Dungatar had to be a little town in the middle of nowhere with a big open wheat belt, but with single a hill behind it – crucial to the dynamics of the story. However, this is something almost impossible to find as the landscape in these regions is either miles of flatness, or if you find a hill, you’re faced with many neighbouring hills.

Sue continues: “Jocelyn and I looked all over Victoria, all over New South Wales, into South Australia, over a period of almost three years we kept searching. We brought Don McAlpine on the road trips and we brought Roger Ford, the production designer.”

Don McAlpine remembers: “I spent about two weeks with Jocelyn and P.J. Hogan in the back of my car doing the grand tour of western NSW, looking at every little town that existed, hoping we’d find it.” Joining them on some trips would be Production Designer ROGER FORD, who knew Jocelyn from working on P.J. Hogan’s film Peter Pan.

Roger Ford says: “We’d find a little town but it would all be made of brick so you think, well, that won’t burn and then it started to occur to me that we should be building this town, it’s the only way to achieve it.”
Don continues: “Eventually it was resolved that we’d build the town, and of course the next thing is to find a location near a place that could be close to services. They brought me down to check out about three locations and they took me to two others, both of which I personally rejected, I said, this hill’s too steep, something was wrong.”

Out of the blue, Sue received a phone call from the location department of the Victorian State agency Film Victoria, to ask if the searchers had ever been down the road to the You Yangs – an area of low lying hills that are about 50 miles south of Melbourne.

Sue said: “‘No, we’ll go down and have a look’, and it was incredible - at the back of the You Yangs is the Mt. Rothwell Biodiversity Centre, you go up over a rise and you’re suddenly looking straight out across the big plain, as far as the eye can see. It’s a setting that gave us both the hill and the plains but more importantly, it gave us these incredible rocky granite outcrops and dead, gnarled trees and we said, ‘This is where Dungatar should have been built’.”

But of course – it wasn’t. The town itself would have to be built.

“The downside is that I had budgeted that we would find a town and not have to build one”, says Sue. “So it meant a lot discussions with Roger Ford, who’s a genius about how we could actually build this town and then of course I had to go out and raise more money in order to do that.”

Jocelyn Moorhouse put together mood boards and started conversations with Roger Ford about how this town would look on screen, and narrowed it down to an approach that evoked Russell Drysdale’s paintings. They had to imagine their way into how this town would sit in the landscape, how the main street would run. Jocelyn was confident, in that “Roger Ford can look at a blank canvas and then just imagine up the possibilities that exist.”

Sue Maslin stresses: “This is not any ordinary place, it’s from a fable and it needs to look that. This town saw better days a long time ago, it’s very worn at the edges, and this is where the art department really came into play because everything was built brand new, and had to be aged to look decrepit and windswept.”

On seeing the finished town for the first time, Rosalie Ham remembers: “It was very emotional. I got off the bus at Dungatar. It was windy, cold, a bleak day, and the buildings were there, the whole town, it was real. I felt very emotional. I stood on Molly’s veranda and looked down the hill at the rest of the town. It was perfect. I remember turning around and pointing and saying ‘Look, Dungatar!’”

Don McAlpine says: “It's like if you had a million bucks and you could design old dead trees, boulders, a hill just the perfect shape, the perfect distance away from the town. It’s just magic. All through this film, it was been amazing how fortune favoured the brave. They were very brave in attempting a lot of things in this movie, and they worked out,
and as an old campaigner I sit back and I’m just amazed how lady luck has rewarded them for their grit.”

THE SHOOT

With Kate Winslet secured, and the town of Dungatar emerging from the earth, Casting Director CHRISTINE KING worked with Jocelyn Moorhouse and Sue Maslin to assemble a cast of incredible Australian actors who would bring the townsfolk of Dungatar to wonderful, wicked life.

The casting of Tilly’s mother Molly Dunnage was crucial, but it had secretly been decided from the outset.

Sue Maslin explains: “We knew from Draft One that whoever else we cast, Molly was going to be played by JUDY DAVIS, but we couldn’t ask her until the script was ready, and until we could tell her who was going to play Tilly. We finally had the great joy of saying that Tilly would be played by Kate Winslet and Judy said ‘Of course I’ll play Molly’.”

Jocelyn Moorhouse says: “Judy Davis is a brilliant actress, one of the world’s best. In Woody Allen’s Husbands And Wives, she was so funny and I thought she will nail Molly, but she won’t just be funny, she’ll be really beautiful as this woman who’s had to put up with so much pain in her life but still has a great sense of humour.”

Judy Davis’ range, gravitas, wit and edge would be the perfect counterpoint to Kate Winslet. Sue says: “From Jocelyn and my perspective, you could not ask for anything more than to work with two of the greatest actresses working in the world today, Judy Davis and Kate Winslet and to put them together in a movie and see the magic.”

Sue Maslin says: “Casting the role of Teddy was probably the toughest decision - finding an actor that could bring both the charm and the masculinity to the role. We wanted an Australian actor, but somebody who was going to have credibility with audiences internationally as well. LIAM HEMSWORTH certainly embodied the physicality of the role and the sensitivity”

Casting the other roles in the film drew from the finest Australian actors working locally and internationally - HUGO WEAVING, CAROLINE GOODALL, SHANE BOURNE, REBECCA GIBNEY, SACHA HORYLER, SHANE JACOBSON, ALISON WHYTE, GENEVIEVE LEMON, BARRY OTTO, SARAH SNOOK, AMANDA WOODHAMS, HAYLEY MAGNUS, GYTON GRANTLEY, JAMES MACKAY, JULIA BLAKE KERRY FOX and MARK LEONARD WINTER.

Judy Davis says of the process of working from an adapted screenplay: “I have worked on things where I’d got the book and underlined things. In this case, I decided that I would immerse myself in the shooting script and so that’s what I did.”
During rehearsals, it was probably an advantage to be the only person in the room who hadn’t actually read the book because when something didn’t make sense to me, someone might have said, ‘Oh yeah, but you know it’s in the book’ and I’d say, ‘I haven’t actually read the book and that’s not making sense.’ It is a great advantage to have one person in the room who is simply working from the script.”

Jocelyn Moorhouse and Don McAlpine had the luxury of time and familiarity in terms of refining how this film, with such a specific, unique tone, would look. Don McAlpine says: “It’s a process of absorption. You look at the photographs and art works Jocelyn thinks depicts what the story is about, you overhear conversations with Sue Maslin, with actors, with the production designer, Roger Ford. And through that process, you slowly absorb what you think is the film she wants.”

Jocelyn and Don used spaghetti westerns of Sergio Leone as a reference, for their sense of working with a fable quality.

Don explains: “Stylistically, Jocelyn was quite open that it’s spaghetti western. But it’s Australian spaghetti. We exaggerated the use of wide-angle lenses quite brilliantly I think.”

Kate Winslet says: “It was a great experience working with Joss Moorhouse, she’s a very relaxed director to work with, she doesn’t get frustrated. She’s never in a hurry, even though I think it’s remarkable that she isn’t because we’ve had very little time to shoot this really large piece.”

One featured extra cast member is Rosalie Ham. Sue explains: “Rosalie said, jokingly you’ll get the option if I can get to be an extra in the film, so that was the deal. She goes on the journey of being transformed by Tilly so you’ll actually see her in the background along with many of the other Dungatar women transformed by those beautiful costumes.”

Rosalie Ham says of the experience: “I didn’t actually imagine that I would be in such close proximity to the other actors and the cameras. I saw the physical side, the technical side, the cameras, how it all comes together and that correlates a little bit with how you put a book together. I got to be a sticky beak. It was brilliant.”
THE FROCKERY

‘It’s such an extraordinary journey that’s sewn through the clothing.’
Marion Boyce, Costume Designer

‘It becomes this fantastic narrative of before and after as Tilly transforms the town’s women and then in all sorts of ways, gets her revenge on those that did her wrong.’
Sue Maslin, Producer.

Director Jocelyn Moorhouse says: “A designer friend of mine once said to me, couture is a weapon and that stuck with me. I like the idea of a woman being able to use her skills at designing extraordinary clothes that can transform the people wearing them, and to use that as a weapon against those people.”

Clothes are crucial to THE DRESSMAKER – costuming is key to any film, but here it takes on a profound level of importance. Rosalie Ham had the clothes close in mind when writing the source book: “Clothes as a disguise, something to cover the flaws of your body, was what I wanted to explore, but in this case, it exacerbates the flaws in the people - things like vanity and jealousy - and so it all came from that.”

Fashion in THE DRESSMAKER is about disguise. Tilly Dunnage takes advantage of the women in the town and appeals to their sense of competition and vanity. The women of Dungatar haven’t looked or felt good for a very long time, so it’s a way of luring people and giving them a false sense of hope. Tilly simply gives them enough rope – or ribbon – to hang themselves with. She lets them “bring themselves unstitched”, as Rosalie puns.

Hugo Weaving, who plays Sergeant Farrat, an eager recipient of Tilly’s skills says: “The tone of it’s the difficult thing with this film. Everything needed to be grounded in a reality and a truth but at the same time there’s a heightened reality to it, so it’s slightly surreal. The characters are both drawn from life, very specific types, but a lot of them are larger than life and the costumes need to somehow reflect that.”

Kate Winslet says: “Tilly has trained as a couture dressmaker in France with Balenciaga and Dior and Madame Vionnet. The Dungatarians don’t really understand quite how magical and beautiful her creations truly are, they think it’s ‘dress up’. It’s kind of a gift that she’s giving them, as well as carrying out little bits of revenge along the way. They go from looking pale and a bit tea stained to looking like they’re all walking down a red carpet. It’s really quite striking.”

The post war 1950s were a time in which fashion had two competing movements - Christian Dior created ‘the new look’ in 1947, which took women back a little bit to the corset and the cinched waist. Madame Vionnet and Balenciaga were both couturiers who didn’t use artifice, they used what was already there and the way fabric was draped on the body to enhance the good qualities and disguise the bad.
Rosalie Ham says: “I wanted to make the distinction between those two things in The Dressmaker. You can be feminine and beautiful but you don’t have to wear a corset or alter yourself particularly to be able to do that.”

It was also in these post war years that French designers began to influence chain stores and youth culture, as well as to take advantage of the increased production of materials. Jocelyn Moorhouse explains: “Fashion during the 1950s was very exciting because there’d been an atmosphere of restraint, everyone had to be austere during the war years, and then Christian Dior came along and changed everything, and Balenciaga. They changed the silhouette, they used a ridiculous amount of fabric to create what were really works of art, not just clothes.”

For a film costume designer, this is wonderful challenge, not just to craft individuals but for the palette of how those individuals fit together in the group scenes.

MARION BOYCE, known for her recent work on period television series Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, was engaged to approach the task of putting more than 350 costumes together for the entire cast, except one. To distinguish the character of Tilly, MARGOT WILSON who’d previously worked with Sue Maslin on two films, and with Kate Winslet on another, was engaged to design all of Tilly’s costumes.

Jocelyn stresses: “It was important to me that we used, as inspiration, the work of famous European designers in that period, to be true to them in what Tilly creates for the local ladies but at the same time add a twist of forward thinking. Tilly’s clothes had to be very elegant and chic but not too flashy - designers tend to make the flashier stuff for their clients and dress in a more chic and understated way themselves.”

When Jocelyn Moorhouse talked with Marion and Margot about the colour scheme of the clothes, they agreed that at the beginning of the film, like a lot of Australian country towns of the era, Dungatar is behind the times. People would be wearing clothing from the 1930s and 40s. Tilly would then bring a very contemporary, European sensibility. These new creations had to be very strong - dark reds, mustard yellow, emerald greens. They wanted strong colours to stand out against the dusty palette of the town.

Part of that was Jocelyn working with Roger Ford on the production design elements. Roger recalls: “We had a lot of discussion about it and I said, I’m going to keep the colours very subdued and shapes, basically unattractive so that your shapes and forms of costumes and colours really jump out.”

Sue Maslin says: “The costume design is in many ways what drives the visual narrative of the film. The people of Dungatar, almost disappear into their earthy tones of this little town that’s sitting miles away in the wheat belt and it’s just really been left behind. And the along comes Tilly who wields her Singer Sewing Machine to great effect.”
The film is replete with beautiful creations – sumptuous, elegant, even startling ones, depending on who’s wearing them and what the intended effect is on the part of the creator, as well as the wearer.

Jocelyn feels that: “Gertrude Pratt (SARAH SNOOK) gets to wear the best dresses really. Tilly makes her a Pygmalion project. Gertrude starts off very plain and wearing what look like flour sacks. She begs Tilly to help her and it’s a fabulous makeover. She turns her into a goddess.”

Tilly herself wears incredibly tailored outfits. The details, even elements that won’t necessarily show up on camera – including vintage underwear - were crucial for the team. Some costumes came from the private collections of obsessive costume collectors, sourced internationally.

Marion Boyce says: “The sheer number of costumes was daunting, that was a lot of pressure to begin with and I had to decide to stop thinking about the pressure, to just enjoy it and go on the journey.”

Marion researched in intimate detail exactly what Parisian couturiers were doing, reading about the cloths that at the time were being invented, finding the really interesting milliners of the time. Not just what the new silhouette was, but where the shapes came from, what drove it, what the social mores were at the time.

“The early 50s was a really incredibly exciting time. The sort of the fun came back into clothing. The clothes were freer and they made you want to dance again.”

Marion knew how to make the cast look good, but what about making someone look bad? This was necessitated by the presence of Una Pleasance (SACHA HORLER) the dressmaker brought to town to compete with Tilly.

“Making something look bad is a very good challenge for my pattern makers, cutters and sewers because they’re incredibly talented” says Marion. “When we were making Gertrude’s wedding dress, which Una Pleasance had designed, they’d say ‘But this is cream coloured, that’s going on white’, and I’d say: ‘That’s the point’”

She continues: “I had to convince them to pile layer upon layer to create this extraordinary meringue of a frock. Gertrude had to clamber out windows, run through the town and fall down hills in this extraordinary confectionary. It hurts sewers and cutters to make something intentionally atrocious but in the end, seeing Gertrude in this frock that completely and utterly swamps her, and the physical comedy that comes out of that is really terrific.”

Equally, Margot Wilson had to manage the extra pressure on the costume department because of the nature of the story. “You very rarely get a film that is actually about costumes as opposed to some other element. Tilly’s character is about her passion for
making clothes so I felt more pressure doing this one than probably any other film I’ve done, even though of course you try your best for every film.”

For Margot Wilson, designing for Tilly, precise research was crucial, but: “I could bring in the new look that Dior did and then put a swing of Tilly to it. Kate has a wonderful figure to work with - it’s perfect for the 1950s. To create garments I could sculpt around Kate’s figure was a dream come true.”

Of capturing the costumes on film, Don McAlpine says: “The costumes were so striking, you just had to point a camera at them, to be blunt. You’d have to light them, but I didn’t have to go out of my way to emphasise them because while there is so much fantasy going on, in my cinematography, except for some of the close-ups on Kate, I tried to keep a basis of reality to ground the whole film. It needed that basic solid grounding and I tried to make my work logical amidst all the illogical and fanciful and wonderful things that are in the film.”

Of the end results, and of her own character, who avoids transformation, Judy Davis says: “I think the costumes are absolutely wonderful. Given the size of the film, and limited time, Marion Boyce did a tremendous job. Molly didn’t have much of a wardrobe thank God, so that was pretty simple!”

THE RED DRESS

A crucial scene early on in the film, soon after Tilly has arrived back into Dungatar, perfectly encapsulates the power of Tilly’s creations, how they drive the narrative of the film, as well as the care the costume department went to in creating magic.

Rumours have gone around that Tilly Dunnage, the alleged murderess, is back, but no one knows for sure. And then…

“Tilly decides to shock the living hell out of them,” says Kate Winslet. “So she turns up at a local football match, bringing mad Molly in a wheelchair, and Tilly is wearing an absolutely stunning, fitted red dress, initially under a coat, and with these wonderful red high heels. Cigarette and a cigarette holder, dark glasses, the whole bit. It’s her reveal.”

Jocelyn Moorhouse adds: “The red dress had to be very startling because this was her way of saying, “I’m back and I’m going to make you pay attention”. It had to be red because there’s an insane football game going on and something had to stop it dead. She’s like the siren in the Odysseus story, where he says “men don’t look at her, don’t look at the sirens, tie me to the mast”. We’re doing a play on that, and she manages to completely disrupt the premiership game with her clothes.”

Margot Wilson felt very strongly that the dress needed to be immediately striking, but to have an elegance and poise, not to be in any way cheap or obvious. Kate Winslet picks up: “And so Margot said to me, ‘Listen, I’ve got this fabric that I bought 20 years ago in
Milan, knowing that one day I would really use it for something special, I had no idea what…”

Margot jumps in: “I went through all my fabric boxes I bought this fabric which is a moray silk and I've been looking for a film to use it on and finally, this was the film.”

Kate admits: “I felt so honoured that she wanted to make Tilly’s red dress from this wonderful fabric. It’s really extraordinary to work with a costume designer who cares so much about a character that they’re even prepared to sacrifice a beautiful part of their arsenal, their past. I feel very privileged to get to experience some of her history.”

THE CHARACTERS

TILLY DUNNAGE – Kate Winslet

Kate Winslet says of Tilly: “I was very taken by how different she was as a woman to anything I’d read for quite a while. There’s a strength in her that is unflinching, almost aggressive at times, because she has had to overcome so many challenges in her own life in order to be the person that she is.”

Tilly Dunnage and her mother Molly were always outcasts in Dungatar, baited by the grasping, nasty inhabitants, but the tragic death of a child - the Pettyman’s son Stewart - when Tilly was 10 years old, and for which she’s blamed, led to her expulsion from the town. Now in her 30’s, the unsolved mystery of the death haunts her, and Tilly returns to seek closure – firstly through clarity of what really happened, secondly through some measure of revenge. Her strength, her rare talents, but also her need for love are clear.

Producer Sue Maslin explains it in this way: “The leading theme of THE DRESSMAKER is the notion of revenge and it’s revenge as a wickedly funny idea, but it’s also revenge that is a necessity. In Tilly’s case, it’s necessary because she not only needs to understand why she was victimised as a young child and sent away, and why her mother has been punished all the years since she left, but more importantly, she needs to reconcile the truth for herself about what happened. She needs to forgive herself. She can’t do that in isolation.”

Kate Winslet finds that: “Tilly is unique and extremely skilled at what she does, she has a sense of grace and poise that is entirely lacking in the town. I really admired her very powerful sense of self. She’s vulnerable but does a really good job of hiding it.”

Of the novel’s characterisation, Rosalie Ham says: “Tilly Dunnage is reserved, aloof, an observer, she has instinct, she knows what people are like and she appeals to the good or the bad in people with her talents. She’s a wounded, slightly vengeful but not to the extent where she does anything terrible directly - she puts in place things so that those
who deserve it ruin themselves. It’s her presence in circumstances that causes the chaos, or the joy.”

**MOLLY DUNNAGE – Judy Davis**

Molly Dunnage, or ‘Mad Molly’ as she’s casually known, is Tilly’s acerbic, unpredictable, and not-as-mad-as-she-seems mother. Molly says things, hurtful things, particularly to her daughter, which she may or may not mean. Like her daughter, Molly is sharp and forthright, she tells the residents of Dungatar how she sees it.

As Jocelyn Moorhouse explains, however, “Molly resists accepting that she is the mother of this woman for a very long time and that brings a lot of pain to Tilly.”

Sue Maslin says of the importance of Molly to the fabric of the film: “The thing that really helped right from the beginning was that Jocelyn said, ‘You know, all these things happen to Tilly, and yes there is a love story (with Teddy McSwiney) but the real love story is a mother-daughter relationship.’ And I thought, she’s so right - the relationship between Tilly and Molly is actually the emotional heartbeat that anchors everything else that happens in the film.”

Judy Davis admits: “it’s an interesting role because it encompasses comedy, or what I would call high comedy, and really quite weighty emotional elements. So the role required both and I did find that a fascinating mix. It’s challenging because it’s like you’re a juggler with balls and you think, have I gone too far that way or will the audience not buy this?”

Liam Hemsworth points to the special bond that Teddy McSwiney and Molly share.

“A lot of people in Dungatar will talk behind people’s backs, Molly doesn’t do that, she’s upfront, she’ll call people out when it’s deserved and Teddy likes that. She’s got a lot of spirit.”

**TEDDY MCSWINEY – Liam Hemsworth**

The love story that develops between Teddy and Tilly is tender and unexpected – in many ways the two are like chalk and cheese. Tilly has lived in Europe, she’s worldly, elegant, savvy, she has an emotional past. Teddy is a stolid footballer, uncouth, younger than her, who may not have ever ventured out of Dungatar, but they share a level of smarts, and he instantly falls in love with her.

Jocelyn Moorhouse says: “Teddy starts to pursue Tilly, who spends a lot of time saying ‘No, no, I’m not here to fall in love, you’re not my type, this is not going to work’”.

Teddy is accepted in Dungatar because of his sporting prowess, but the McSwineys live on the fringes of town – like gypsies, but they never travel anywhere. Like Molly and
Tilly, they are outcasts. The fact that the McSwineys cared for Molly, in a roundabout way, in Tilly’s absence, initially endears Tilly to Teddy.

Liam Hemsworth, who plays Teddy, says he connected to the character on reading the script “because he reminded me of a lot of people I grew up with, of my grandpa in particular – a hard working Australian guy, someone who just gets on with it, very positive and quirky, a fun loving kind of spirit.

Teddy is a little different to most of the people in Dungatar because he has a little more ambition and wants to get out and see what the rest of the world looks like. I felt like I knew this guy really well and I felt like I knew exactly how it should be played.”

Kate Winslet says: “Teddy is a sincere man, he has no airs and no graces, he looks like a right scruff pot most of the time but in many ways, he’s exactly what Tilly needs. He’s what she’s never experienced - someone who really appreciates her and sees her for who she is. He’s truthful and pure. It’s a very sweet endearing relationship.”

Liam Hemsworth adds: “She’s kind of, she’s so different from this town and he’s so different from this town and I think he sees it as an opportunity for them to both kind of escape out of this world.”

Rosalie Ham says: “I think what’s really important is that Teddy restores in Tilly her faith in herself. She feels cursed, as though she’s done something terrible and she’s had to carry that around. In Teddy making her feel accepted and wanted and being kind and generous and good to her, ultimately Teddy’s fate makes her understand that it’s actually not her, that people are responsible for their own actions. You can be good and glorious and still meet a dastardly end, or you can be bad and terrible and also meet a dastardly end. It’s not about Tilly - it wasn’t her fault. That’s the function of Teddy in my mind.”

THE DUNGATARIANS

Every character in Dungatar is involved in either covering up or contributing to the tragic events of the past that affected Tilly and Molly.

Jocelyn Moorhouse says: “Some of them are not awful, but they’ve all committed some rather heinous acts that they’re trying to forget about. When Tilly comes back they’re forced to remember. The citizens of Dungatar see Tilly as a threat to their status quo, to the semi-peaceful existence they have established. They banished her when she was a little girl, blamed her for a murder, and the very fact that she’s come back means they’ll have to face all the bad things they did to her in the past.”

How they treat Tilly and each other will determine their final fate.
SERGEANT FARRAT – Hugo Weaving

Sergeant Farrat is Dungatar’s ‘law and order’ – he’s a good man, and despite Dungatar’s flaws he loves his town and is well loved in return, with one small catch – Sergeant Farrat harbours a secret - he enjoys cross dressing. He enjoys it very much.

Hugo Weaving, who plays the role, explains that the Sergeant is “both thrilled and anxious on the arrival of Tilly” - anxious because he knows something about her past, and thrilled by the skill and the access to the luxurious fabrics and style that she brings to town.

Of what THE DRESSMAKER reveals, Hugo Weaving says: “The film’s all about the unearthing of pretentions and the unearthing of lies beneath the surface. So, the surface is very important, how people present is very important, what they aspire to is very important. So, the dresses and the frocks, even Sergeant Farrat’s occasional frocks, say a lot about the person.”

Sergeant Farrat is compromised by his secret, by the one person who knows it (Evan Pettyman) and holds it over him In the end however, unlike many in the town, Sergeant Farrat is liberated by the revelation of his secrets and lies, rather than destroyed by them.

EVAN PETTYMAN – Shane Bourne

Evan Pettyman, like certain other characters, has an apt surname. He’s the pompous town councillor of Dungatar, the self-appointed ‘Grand Poobah’, and a nasty piece of work. He plays, if not the vilest villain of the piece, then at least the ringleader.

His extra-marital exploits, his cruelty towards his very long suffering wife, Marigold, and his nepotism all add up to a nasty character.

Shane Bourne, who plays this charmless man, says: “He marries Marigold - a frail, fragile little thing who was the daughter of the former shire president – so he secured his tenure. I think as a councillor, he’s probably done a reasonable job in terms of what’s required around the town, but he’s slightly sociopathic, loves control, and would probably do anything to get his way.”

Evan Pettyman is deeply concerned at Tilly’s return for reasons that become gradually clearer - his world and his status are under threat as soon as she returns.

Of a shared trait between Tilly and Evan, Shane says: “With Tilly’s expertise, she is able to manipulate the situation much the same as Councillor Pettyman does, but she does it in a much more intelligent and creative way.”
MARIGOLD PETTYMAN – Alison Whyte

Marigold Pettyman, Evan’s long-suffering wife, doesn’t venture out of her spotless house very often. She lost her child, Stewart, twenty five years ago – whilst the rest of the town think Tilly murdered the boy, she believes he fell out of a tree and died. As a result, she’s developed OCD tendencies, agoraphobia, and a generalised anxiety disorder.

Evan is quite happy that Marigold remains sedated with ‘tonic’ and under self imposed house arrest so he can conduct his own affairs, finally bringing Una Pleasance into her home, which wrecks havoc and brings Marigold’s delicate state unravelled, but it’s Tilly who offers Marigold the strength that leads her to being liberated from her old life.

Alison Whyte, who portrays this fractured woman, says: “Tilly is the first person that’s listened to Marigold in a long, long time. Everyone tells Marigold to be quiet, to stop grieving. Tilly tells her the truth and that gives her a little strength. Knowing the truth that her son possibly wasn’t the angel that she’s made up in her fantasy world helps her recover.”

“Marigold expresses her grief by trying to keep control of the house, of the bugs, of the dirt, of the filth. When her Stewart died, her world was completely out of control and this is her way of controlling her world. Marigold is forced to confront with a few truths and decides maybe that she won’t take her tonic and maybe that she will actually stand up for herself and step out that door.”

Of the harsh justice wreaked finally on her onscreen husband, Alison says: “Revenge is always great to play, and he really deservers what he gets in the end. We had a lot of fun shooting the stuff that happens to Evan Pettyman!”

GERTRUDE PRATT – Sarah Snook

Gertrude Pratt, who enters THE DRESSMAKER plain and downtrodden, becomes Tilly’s first and most successful tool in her revenge strategy. Tilly transforms Gertrude like the proverbial ugly duckling, enabling her to catch the man of her dreams. The success of the transformation makes it easier for Tilly to tantalise others to get the information she wants.

Sarah Snook, who plays Gertrude says: “My character starts the film as ‘Gert’, then has this transition into ‘Trudy’- becoming very buttoned up, very upper crust. Well, with ideas of being upper crust.” Her new-found glamour and status are her undoing – turning her vain and nasty.
Perhaps in empathy with this dynamic of Gertrude being consumed by pretension, Sarah says: “My costumes are very beautiful and they’ve been worked at endlessly to make them look perfect, lots of fittings, and then I get to wear them once, so sometimes I feel like I’m the flesh prop for the costume, the costume’s wearing me rather than the other way around.”

Marion Boyce says of dressing Gert/Trudy: “Sarah Snook is sensationaly good, and a real chameleon - you can put the most extraordinary things on her, amazing hats, nothing swamps her, she just shines.”

Despite Gertrude’s flaws, the gowns are extraordinary. Sarah Snook says: “There’s one that’s almost like origami, with beautiful pleats and interesting pocket shapes and a high neck line, and different kinds of movement across the skirt. It’s really quite beautiful.”

**UNA PLEASANCE – Sacha Horler**

Una Pleasance descends on Dungatar part way through the film. She’s the rival dressmaker, brought in from Melbourne by Evan Pettyman and Elsbeth Beaumont to bring decorum and good manners back to the town with her gauche, dull work, after Tilly’s designs wreak havoc and cause the townswomen to get above themselves.

Sacha Horler, who plays Ms Pleasance, says: “Una is very interested in her own life. She has mixed morals so as far as she’s concerned, she’s a woman of great standing but she’s also a bit of a slut. The fact is she’s not as good as she thinks she is.”

For Sacha, the preparation for Una came from seeing what the costumes were going to be, what her hair and her makeup were, and understanding Una’s place as an outsider in town. She then “had faith in the director that we would find it as we recorded it. So much is done when the outside work is done for you, you can just step in and find out what’s happening in the moment between you and the other actor.”

Of Una’s entrance, Sacha says: “When I arrive, I’m wearing a brown suit with a beige shirt and I arrive to see a woman standing, changing a light bulb in a light blue diaphanous gown that looks like some extraordinary Grecian costume, then I turn around and there’s a woman in a figure hugging, black satin cocktail outfit with massive white concertinaed wings. I turn around further and there’s another woman in a Japanese, pink, off the shoulder satin gown…it’s just so incongruous which is why for my character, it’s such a shock to come to this town.”

**BARNEY MCSWINEY – Gyton Grantley**

Barney McSwiney is Teddy’s older brother, who plays a pivotal role in the final unravelling of the film’s deepest secrets.

Gyton Grantley plays the character, and he explains “There’s no actual clear definition or diagnosis of Barney’s condition but he’s ‘simple’. As he says in the book, ‘Mum says I’m
not quite finished yet.’ So, he’s a very special brother to Teddy and he’s looked after by Teddy, and Barney looks after Teddy in certain ways.”

Gyton says of the entire clan: “The McSwineys are a rag tag mob, separate from the town of Dungatar. They’ve got the shit of Dungatar all over them, as mad Molly says in one scene. It’s their job to run the rubbish tip and to collect and empty all the outhouses - it’s a dirty job but someone’s got to do it.”

Barney is shunned by the town – who have little time for someone they also see as ‘not quite finished’, but Barney is often in the background, watching, observing, taking it all in.

Playing such a character always has its challenges, in terms of how to pitch the performance, especially in a film that has a comedic core and a degree of heightened reality.

Gyton says: “Playing a person who’s intellectually disabled, you want to honour and respect the condition as much as possible. Not knowing exactly what condition Barney has made it difficult but also opened the situation for me to take it wherever I liked. A friend of mine is a care worker for adults with various disabilities, so I spent a couple of days with them and observed. That was really helpful but in the end it comes down to the fact that Barney is full of love, full of joy, and he’s so happy to have his family and to have the life that he has.”

**ELSBETH BEAUMONT – Caroline Goodall**

If there’s one character who can rival Evan Pettyman’s maliciousness, it’s Elsbeth Beaumont. As Caroline Goodall, who depicts her, says: “I think I’m probably the worst. I am one hell of a piece of work. A bit like a cross between Lucille Ball and Joan Crawford.”

Elsbeth forms an unholy alliance with Evan Pettyman, but in the end both play lone hands in their desperate reach for power. Elsbeth Beaumont sees herself as landed gentry and lives in Windswept Crest. When her son William falls in love with the formerly dumpy Gertrude Pratt, Elsbeth wants to ruin the marriage – this mission is one of the inciting incidents of the film.

Elsbeth’s secret weapon becomes Una Pleasance. Through the clothes, Caroline says that the townsfolk: “discover by wearing Tilly’s creations parts of themselves that they never knew existed and as a result, that is also very dangerous because it upsets the status quo. Those of us, certainly my character, who want to stay in control, we’re suddenly out of control and the dresses accentuate all of that.”
WILLIAM BEAUMONT – James Mackay

William Beaumont, son of Elsbeth, is the scion of Dungatar’s land owning family, the self appointed ‘lords of the manor’. William has been away at agricultural college in Perth, and returns to town after the death of his father to take over the management of their property, Windswept Crest.

James Mackay, who plays William, says: “The battle with William’s mother Elsbeth is over his future. She has a very clear plan that he will come back, take over the property, marry well and that they will be financially set. She believes that now he’s mixed with society he’s a much bigger catch than any of the other bachelors in Dungatar and he should be behaving accordingly.”

Fate, however, will turn William’s eyes towards Gertrude after the dramatic transformation Tilly works on her.

BEULAH HARRIDIENE – Kerry Fox

Beulah Harridiene, the town’s school teacher, has a monstrously distorted sense of moral duty and responsibility, that led her, those many years ago, to accuse Tilly Dunnage of the murder of Stewart Pettyman.

Kerry Fox, who plays Beulah, says: “The relationship between Tilly and Beulah starts with hatred and ends with despisement and vitriol.”

“Beulah is nosy, she’s obsessed with knowing everything that’s going on, she detests Tilly Dunnage and the fact that Tilly has come back. Beulah is in everybody else’s business. She hasn’t a sense of kindness within her at all.”

Beulah is key to the secret Tilly needs to know. Once revealed, Beulah gets what’s coming to her.

Beulah’s evilness, at times, expresses itself within the context of comedy, however. Kerry says: “I don’t get that much opportunity to play comedy but I do really enjoy it, so it’s surprising to me in terms of the reaction that I’d get when I did little things but they make people laugh, which is good.”

In a film replete with gorgeous gowns, Beulah (and Kerry) struck out.

“I have the worst costumes in this whole film, they’re really ugly. I haven’t taken photos of myself with anyone else because they all look so glamorous and I look like a mean, spiteful, dag. One could be bitter about that but as they say, I’m taking one for the team!”
NANCY PICKETT – Amanda Woodhams

Nancy Pickett is the long serving assistant to pharmacist Mr Almanac, and develops a predatory relationship with Tilly through gossip and lies.

Of the context for her character, Amanda Woodhams says: “We live mere metres away from each other and that’s over the years sort of sent us a bit cuckoo.”

Nancy is one of those transformed by Tilly’s fashions, and Amanda explains of the process: “I like to dress like myself generally but you had to bow down to the costumes. The feathers, the corsets, every piece was hand made for each actor. That level of detail is really rare.”

Amanda says of her offsider in intrigue and other matters: “I have a very special relationship with my little mail girl down the road, Prudence. Any time I get to lock eyes or lips with her, it’s a pleasure.”

PRUDENCE HARRIDIENE – Hayley Magnus

Beulah’s sister Prudence is a very different proposition – far more loose, and lacking in religious zeal. Prudence is integral because she works in the post office and as the call operator, she gains regular insight into the town’s antics.

Percival Almanac peers into the lives of others by developing their photographs – Prudence listens into their secrets. This makes her a beacon of gossip. Prudence is initially intrigued by Tilly, and although she’s wary, she wants to share in the riches that Tilly has to offer.

Prudence and Nancy Pickett are inseparable partners in crime.

Hayley Magnus, who plays Prudence, says of the pair: “Prudence and Nancy are strong influences on each other, not always in a good way. It’s a typical result with a pair that egg each other on. Things that maybe they wouldn’t try by themselves, they’ve got the confidence of another to get them through.”

On the story as a whole, Hayley was drawn to the sense of the isolation of Dungatar and its inhabitants, which “breeds an eccentricity - when you’re alone for too long, things get warped and you don’t have anybody else to compare them to and things get heightened and more extreme.”

PERCIVAL ALMANAC – Barry Otto

Percival Almanac is the chemist of Dungatar - an elderly man with crippling scoliosis that distorts his figure, as much as his mind is crippled by his fervent religious moralism.
Mr Almanac barely speaks to his wife, Irma, who’s confined to a wheelchair. Nancy Pickett and Prudence Harridene give him some assistance, but many Dungatarians are wary of him, and for good reason. He knows everyone’s business – partly by developing the photos of the townsfolk, whose immorality leaves Mr Almanac foaming at the mouth.

The wonderful actor Barry Otto plays Percival, and says: “He’s very religious and bigoted, very cruel. His crippling I believe has come from his behaviour and how cruel he’s been in life. To understand him – there are a lot of things that are unanswered in his life. I’ve played some nasty people over the years but he’s interesting because you don’t get much out of him, he doesn’t speak a lot and trying to put that together and to imagine what he might have been like over the years is interesting.”

“Mr Almanac is monstrous to Tilly and Molly - he just can’t forgive Molly for her past, as if it’s got anything to do with him. He’s very controlling. You feel great sympathy for his wife putting up with him - maybe she should have poisoned him early on!”

ALVIN PRATT – Shane Jacobson

Alvin Pratt and his wife Muriel own the general store of Dungatar, which is where all the inhabitants must shop. Alvin aspires to be thought of well - he has the money but not the prestige of the Beaumonts - who actually owe him money.

His treatment and his cruel descriptions of his workhorse daughter Gertrude are incredibly unflattering - he thinks she’ll stand little chance of finding anyone decent in Dungatar to marry. How wrong he is proven to be.

When Gertrude’s transformation leads to her engagement to William Beaumont, Alvin’s perception of his daughter shifts enormously. Shane Jacobson, who portrays Alvin Pratt, says “The transformation that Gertrude, my daughter, makes from glasses on the end of her nose, frumpy and fairly bland, to stunning - through the magical work of Tilly’s hands - is incredible.”

MURIEL PRATT – Rebecca Gibney

Muriel Pratt, whose opinion of her daughter Gertrude is marginally better than that of her husband Alvin’s, is keen to push Gert onto the eligible William Beaumont.

Rebecca Gibney says of the woman she plays: “Muriel just doesn’t shut up. As soon as she finds out that William is back in town, she’s at Elsbeth Beaumont to marry off Gertrude because she’s convinced that her daughter is the perfect person to marry. I think because Alvin actually says to her at some point, ‘No one is going to marry that calico bag of water’…that incites Muriel to prove him wrong.”
“I think in her heart of hearts she sees herself as a bit of a Doris Day crossed with a bit of Marilyn with a bit of Ava Gardner. That’s what she wants to be and she hasn’t got the gowns or the dresses in the beginning and all of a sudden Tilly comes along.”

Muriel is confident with her sexuality – one of the town’s many secrets is the fling she’s been carrying on with one of the local footballers. Rebecca says of the affair: “I’m a bit of a minx. That’s a nice way of putting it!”

REGINALD BLOOD – Mark Leonard Winter

Reginald Blood – Reggie for short – is the affable young publican of Dungatar’s Station Hotel, and a player on the town’s football team, along with Teddy McSwiney. We first formally meet Reggie gawking at Tilly in THAT red dress, which results in a torn hamstring.

Muriel Pratt refers to young Reggie as the ‘Perry Como of Dungatar’, not just for his dulcet tones. In fact, Muriel thinks that Reginald Blood is not only a better singer than Mr Como, but better looking, and as if to prove her point, Muriel has been carrying on a liaison with Reggie under the noses of the Dungatarians. Mr Almananc has seen photographic proof of their secret encounters, and the increasing boldness of their affection is not lost on Alvin Pratt, Muriel’s husband, who ensures Reggie gets his comeuppance in the end.

THE KEY TEAM

WORKING WITH KATE WINSLET

Cast and crew reflect on working with Oscar™ winning actress Kate Winslet.

Jocelyn Moorhouse: "It was an immense privilege working with Kate Winslet. Watching her create her character of Tilly Dunnage was very inspiring, and being able to document the beautiful scenes she created with Judy Davis was a true joy for me."

Sue Maslin: “The role of Tilly is owned by Kate. She gives that performance such gusto and such love, you cannot possibly imagine anyone else doing it.”

Rosalie Ham: “When I was told that Kate Winslet was attached to the project, I couldn’t have been happier. I thought that she’d bring humour and emotional depth and an intensity to Tilly Dunnage and flesh her out. I think the casting is perfect.”
Judy Davis: “Kate Winslet is not only enormously talented as an actress - and I don’t know why that came as such a surprise, I certainly knew the degree of her talent because I’ve seen a lot of what she’s done – but she’s incredibly generous. One of the more generous people I have ever met. And so that’s a joyful mix, to have the talent and generosity and being a tremendously open person too, so it was a delight. Also she’s just so beautiful, it’s just a pleasure to look at her. The eye rests very easily on her.”

Don McAlpine: “Kate and I got on very well. Her beauty is the essence of the story, her sophistication as the dressmaker is imperative, and I had this freedom to produce her as beautifully as I could. I’m always aware of the plot, but I went for glamour because I think glamour is the essence of what this character is all about.”

Liam Hemsworth: “The first scene we shot together was a dramatic scene and we’d done a couple of rehearsals and I was getting a feel for it. As soon as the camera was on her and we did the first take, she blew me away - how real it was, and heartfelt. She’s an incredible actress and such a fun person to work with, quirky, honest, a no-bullshit kind of person.”

Gyton Grantley: “It was an absolute honour and pleasure to work with Kate Winslet. She’s very polite, pleasant, funny and also supportive too. I had a couple of scenes with Kate that were emotional and she’s just there for you 100% and when you’ve got that kind of support it’s a lot easier to do that kind of work.”

James Mackay: “The moment you see Kate in this role it just fits, she’s just perfect for it. Tilly’s got extraordinary strength and courage but there’s also a beautiful vulnerability to her, and a fragility as well. Kate Winslet can embody all of those things simultaneously, so beautifully, but at the same time she’s got a real groundedness.”

Shane Bourne: “She’s got a very sassy, fun loving nature and I think as a performer, she has a glorious mystery about her, which I think drives this story forward.”

Sacha Horler: “I've always had a secret girl crush on Kate and as an actress, I’ve always longed to work with her and I was suitably impressed that my fantasy of what she’s like was realised. She’s incredibly talented and very funny, she got her hair and makeup done with all of us, so my fantasy was not ruined, only amplified.”

Kerry Fox: “Kate Winslet felt very passionately about the script and worked hard, thinking about it structurally and being truthful to it. She’s incredibly well prepared and but also really enthusiastic and fun and open, she’s gorgeous.”

Rebecca Gibney: “Kate Winslet could read the phone book and I would be in love. Her range as an actress is profound and even just standing on the side of set and watching her work has been a joy.”

Of working with the cast and crew of THE DRESSMAKER, Kate Winslet says:
“Each of the lovely skilled, fantastic actors brought their own world, their own character, their own preparation and delivered it every day - I think that’s very typical of Australian actors, in the experiences I’ve had. And with the crew too, a small crew, we all got to know each other very well and they were tremendous fun to work with, dedicated and uncomplaining. When you have a certain number of days in which to complete your film, you don’t want whinging, whining and fussing, there’s no room for diva like behaviour, and it’s just great to have experienced none of that stuff.”

What skill did Kate take away?

“The only sewing I could do was kids name tape labels in the back of their school uniforms, or on bloody socks or things like that. Mending the odd cushion. I always liked the idea that one day I’d be able to really sew, and I’ve spent a lot of my adult life thinking, ‘This year I’m going to learn to sew’, and then it doesn’t happen. This year I really did learn to sew.

I was fortunate enough to be supplied with the Singer sewing machine that we use in the film. Someone came and taught me to use it really well, so now I know what all the little bits and fittings do. I really loved that side of playing this role because it’s so fun to learn something new, especially when you know that it really does add to the character.”

**WORKING WITH JUDY DAVIS**

On working with Australian actress Judy Davis:

Rosalie Ham: “Judy Davis was exceptional casting because Molly Dunnage is an absolute favourite of a lot of readers. When I gave talks about the book, people would ask ‘Who’s going to play Molly?’ and when I was able to reply ‘Judy Davis’, the response would be ‘Perfect, absolutely perfect’. She was the woman and the actor to bring that emotional depth, the irony, the tragedy and the humour to good old Molly.”

Kate Winslet: “I’d never read such hilarious one liners as Molly has in this script and Judy of course delivered them so perfectly, so precisely and every single time and I think that was the greatest thrill of this whole experience, that I have worked with Judy and loved every single second of it.”

“She’s got the most fantastic stories to tell about her life and the experiences she’s had working with other actors and directors, and she’s such a generous actress. I’ve learnt a lot watching Judy. In terms of the bucket list of people to work with, she was right at the top and I just love the fact that I can put a big tick next to that one now.”

Liam Hemsworth says of Judy Davis’ scene stealing: “It’s alright for me because I’m allowed to laugh but Kate (Winslet), a lot of the time is trying not to laugh and it’s just great fun.”
WORKING WITH LIAM HEMSWORTH

On working with Australian actor Liam Hemsworth, the cast and crew say:

Jocelyn Moorhouse: “Liam has a fabulous laid back quality. He’s very much the laconic charmer that Teddy had to be. He’s got a very relaxed masculine, very Australian quality that I wanted for Teddy. He’s also incredibly good looking which helps, and he’s just naturally a very charming guy.”

Sue Maslin: “You could not find a better Teddy, he’s just utterly charming, utterly gorgeous, laconic, a larrikin- all of the things that Teddy embodies, so it was an absolute delight working with him.”

Rosalie Ham: “Physically he’s perfect for the part. Emotionally I think he brought a ruggedness, a humour and a kind of sympathy to a very broad audience.”

WORKING WITH DIRECTOR JOCELYN MOORHOUSE

“I’ve waited years to make this movie. It’s about my favourite subjects: revenge, love and creativity. I’m deeply grateful to have such extraordinary actors working on this with me.” – Jocelyn Moorhouse

Of working with Jocelyn, the cast and crew of THE DRESSMAKER say:

Kate Winslet: “I think she loves the story so much. Whenever a director has that level of commitment and passion for a story it’s always a much more enjoyable experience and that was absolutely the case with Jocelyn. Her excitement and her effervescence for these characters and for the town of Dungatar - she loves all of the characters, even the horrible ones. She appreciates who they are. It’s been a great experience working with her, she’s a very relaxed director to work with, she doesn’t get frustrated. She’s never in a hurry.”

Hugo Weaving: “It was a long, long time since we worked together on Proof, so I was really keen to work with her again, especially on a script that she’d written or adapted. And then the character was kind of fabulous, so it was very easy. Jocelyn has a fantastic eye - details, and human details, are really important to her.”

Judy Davis: “Jocelyn’s great. She’d offered me a few things before and unfortunately they never worked out so it was great to finally be able to do something with her. She’s very open, not at all an imposing sort of director, very collaborative. Patient.”

Liam Hemsworth: “I’d seen a few of her films and thought she was a really great director, and I’d spoken with P.J. Hogan (Jocelyn’s director husband) about the ideas for
the film, and I thought Jocelyn was the right person to bring that kind of particular Australian quirkiness to it. This film has a lot of different genres in it; it’s a dark comedy at times, then pure comedy, then very heartfelt and dramatic. I felt like Jocelyn was going to pull all these things together.”

Gyton Grantley: “She’s such a sweetheart on set, very gentle and easy to work with and it provides a great atmosphere for you to get your work done. She’s very open to suggestions. She’s a really dream of a director to work with, probably one of the greatest directors I’ve ever worked with.”

Sarah Snook: “Jocelyn is so sensitive and has a real equanimity about her. She’s very balanced and has a keen eye for truth and for artistic flair as well.”

James Mackay: “The dynamics she got within the ensemble and the way she teased out the intricacies of the scenes... she’s got a real precision in how she constructed the world of the film. As an actor, it’s a delight to work with someone who has such a strong focus on the narrative and on the characters.”

Sacha Horler: “Jocelyn’s very funny, she’s got a very dry sense of humour and a really great eye for what she’s looking for in every take. What attracted me to the project was that Jocelyn Moorhouse was going to direct and she is an extraordinary talent and I’m a huge fan of her other films, and I thought if I had a chance to audition for her, that would be a wonderful thing.”

Caroline Goodall: “I’d worked with Jocelyn Moorhouse before, when she did second unit on MENTAL, which was directed by her husband PJ Hogan, a fabulous film, and we got to know each other then. She called me some time ago and said, ‘I’m doing this new movie and there’s a part in it you might like’, and when I read the script for THE DRESSMAKER I jumped for joy and said ‘I’ll be there’. She’s a real actors’ director, which is so great because the most important thing for her is the performances, so we felt completely safe in her hands.”

Rebecca Gibney: “Jocelyn Moorhouse has not just an incredible talent, but one of the biggest hearts of anyone I have ever met. I’ve never seen her ruffled. She is calm and considered, and she’ll hate me saying this, but I think she has a touch of genius. I know a lot of people in the world have been waiting for her to come back, and I think this is the perfect film for her because it’s going to showcase her huge talent.”

REFLECTIONS OF PRODUCER SUE MASLIN

“Working on THE DRESSMAKER has been the biggest movie that I’ve worked on to date, and right from the outset it’s made no apology for being ambitious.

It’s a film that has needed to tell its story on a big bold scale through costume, through design, through a period setting and through an ensemble cast and is really extravagant in its use of comedy and drama. It’s been an incredible challenge right from the outset -
doing those kind of movies in Australia are really, really difficult. By and large, we don’t have the budgets do to it and the only way that you can get to raise those budgets is to cast A-List international actors and again, that’s a really tough ask for many Australian films.

The only way that it was possible to get that level of budget in place and that level of cast in place, was by making that very first fundamental decision about who is going to write and direct this movie. Everything else then follows. Ultimately it goes back to the relationship that Jocelyn and I have, jointly driving the creative vision behind the film.”

**WORKING WITH DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY DON MCALPINE**

Cast and crew reflect on working with Oscar™ nominated Don McAlpine:

Jocelyn Moorhouse: “Don McAlpine was always one of my favourite DOP’s, right from when I first decided to become a director. He’s an Australian legend, so it was a huge thrill that he agreed to work on this film. I worked with him as a producer on *Peter Pan* and also on *Mental*, so I knew Don quite well and he got very excited when he read the script.

He was a young man in the 50s, so was a huge source of information for us, but also he’s such an artist. He is a painter of light, there’s no other way to say it. He was a huge creative force, a wonderful creative partner on this.”

Sue Maslin: “Working with Don McAlpine was a complete revelation. The design and the setting and the costumes were all going to bring incredible production values on screen, but they all needed to work in together with light to take people into this this magical world. Combining all of those elements as Don does, I’ve never seen anything like it. He always had his iPad, which works as his viewfinder, working very closely with David Williamson his camera operator and with Jocelyn, and together they create paintings on the screen. Absolutely extraordinary.”

Judy Davis: “Oh well, Don McAlpine. The first film I did was with Gillian Armstrong *(My Brilliant Career)* and Don was the cinematographer on that, so all these years later to work with him again was really nice. He’s got amazing energy, because he’s not - I’m sure he wouldn’t mind me saying this - he’s not a youth any more, but the speed at which he can work is breathtaking.”

Production Designer Roger Ford says: “After doing two major films together, we’ve got to the stage now, Don and I, where we actually don’t need to talk about much because we both know what each is capable of, it kind of all comes together, it sounds weird, but it comes together almost automatically for the two of us there.”
REFLECTIONS OF MARION BOYCE – COSTUME DESIGNER

“I actually was sent the book *The Dressmaker* quite a few years ago by one of my sewers and she said, ‘Marion you must make this film and I want to work on your team’. And here she is, on this team, on this film.

I was very excited when I was asked to work on THE DRESSMAKER. I also thought ‘WOW, that’s an extraordinary amount of frocks!’ It was really exciting but it was an enormous challenge, a lot of characters and a lot of journeys.

I do quite a lot of period films. I have a very large collection of books and research materials and Jocelyn and I spent a very long time looking at them. We’d get lost for hours just looking and perusing and working out which direction to go in. We’d work out the characters’ stories, where they start, where they move to, where they end.

The contrast is huge from very rural, cotton frocks and pinafores and very utilitarian clothing to clothing that has extraordinary texture in the cloth, to things like capes being made of 40 metres of pleated white silk organza - the idea of white silk organza in that setting is quite ludicrous but that’s what’s so fun about it. Incredibly tight fitting frocks with high-heeled shoes running around in the dirt - there was something quite ridiculously fantastic about that.”

CREATING TILLY – REFLECTIONS OF COSTUME DESIGNER MARGOT WILSON

“Kate and I discussed the costumes and the fabrics and what sort of person Tilly was, we talked about silhouettes, using strong colour, dual colours like red and mustard, purple and green, and black, which was a far cry from what the town people wearing.

I did a lot of drawings of Kate in the costumes and shapes and silhouettes and then I showed the drawings to Kate and we tweaked from there.

When designing a dress, you have to think about what’s being said, the dialogue, what the action is, what’s described in the scene as the action.

Kate Winslet’s great to work with because you can talk about the character with her, develop ideas, she’s very down to earth and has incredible patience when you’re designing the dress and fitting the dress and you can see her moving into the character as you’re talking to her. She wasn’t unsure of who that character is.

The way that I look at costumes is: ‘Can I see the character in those costumes all hanging together?’ You can usually see if something is sticking out that shouldn’t be there. So, once I look at the rack and feel happy that it’s all blending together, and it’s all one person, then that’s success.”
CREATING DUNGATAR - REFLECTIONS OF PRODUCTION DESIGNER
ROGER FORD

“First of all, I had fantastic references from Jocelyn, mostly pulled from other films, westerns like Bad Day At Black Rock and Unforgiven and spaghetti westerns.

She wanted the audience to feel that Tilly Dunnage comes back with revenge in her heart, like the gunslinger coming back into town. She wanted this slightly western look to the town, so the town had to be grotty and ugly and a bit dangerous. Very subdued colours and rusty iron and wood, worn wood everywhere. No asphalt on the street, a really rough gravel, dirt street, so building it gave us that possibility as well.

We got this orangey sort of gravel stuff we put down the street and it started to take on a real grungy little country town character.

We didn’t try and make it 1950’s, we went back before that because we wanted the impact of Tilly arriving from Europe with her beautiful 50's dresses to be in huge contrast with the grotty little town. So we kept all the colours down, we kept building very simple.”

REFLECTIONS OF SHANE THOMAS – HAIR AND MAKEUP DESIGNER

“I met with Jocelyn and the first thing she said to me is that she didn’t want anything naturalistic about this film, it’s a total non-real world, so we want to push things as far as we can in terms of hair and makeup and transformation which got me very excited because to be able to take risks is a rare thing in film and without risk, you can’t achieve greatness.

I came up with vision boards to show what I would like in terms of design, and the production and costume designers did the same. Then we got together to make things work. I sat down with Marion, and Margot, and Roger Ford and talked about palettes and where we wanted to start the film and where we wanted it to get to in terms of changing palettes.

Initially all the women of Dungatar are very plain and my palette is very wooden, dull and beige, then when Tilly comes and starts transforming them, the lips turn to red, their hair colours change.

Tilly changes the least out of anyone in the film. She arrives being this chic, glamorous woman from France and breaks down a little bit because of circumstances. She arrives more put together, and leaves very put together, but in the middle of the film, because of the things that happen to her, she becomes a little broken.”
I really feel it’s some of the proudest work I’ve ever done, considering how many people we’ve had to do, and the calibre of the cast in THE DRESSMAKER. They’re very experienced and very good at what they do so they expect a very high level of creativity. It’s a real triumph.”

FAVORITE SCENES

Jocelyn Moorhouse: "I loved the scenes where Kate and Judy were physically fighting each other, but I also have to admit the scene where Liam gets measured by Kate for his new suit, always makes me smile.

Judy Davis: “There’s a scene with a physical fight between Kate (Tilly) and Molly, with me in a wheelchair, which was a novelty to say the least. Some of it’s almost slapstick, and the combination of the speed at which one has to make decisions, creative decisions, and then physically execute them was like walking a tight wire.”

Marion Boyce: “When Una Pleasance comes to town. It’s first time you really see the town dress up - they’re in quite extreme creations and it wasn’t tied to a wedding or an event so we could actually have an extraordinary amount of fun with the silhouettes, making clothes that really didn’t serve any purpose at all that they were incredibly strong silhouettes.”

Sarah Snook: “I think my favourite sequence is when Gertrude is rolling down the hill, just below Tilly’s house, running through the town, through clothes lines, jumping over fences, in a giant meringue of a wedding dress. The safety officer said to me ‘Do you need knee pads?’, and I said ‘This whole thing is padding in itself, I can’t hurt myself at all with the amount of tulle that I’m wearing.’”

Alison Whyte: “I love the scene when Marigold and Tilly meet at Molly’s house. It’s the first time that Marigold’s come out of her home and dared to defy her husband. It’s a beautiful scene between Marigold and Tilly, there’s something very tender about it - I think it’s got some real kindness that runs through it and underneath it.”

Sacha Horler: “One of my favourite scenes is with Sergeant Farrat – he’s in the middle of something and is dressed in his sergeant’s uniform, but when the camera pans down he’s got very lovely ballet shoes tied up just to his knees.”
WHAT CAN AUDIENCES EXPECT?

Crew and cast share their thoughts on the riches THE DRESSMAKER will offer audiences.

Jocelyn Moorhouse: “The audience can expect to have a lot of fun. I’ve had a lot of fun making it, and I know the actors have. It’s got some beautiful scenes, some hilarious scenes, and it’s visually really fun. People will be surprised because it’s not going to be like a lot of other movies. Once they’re in our world, they’re going to have a great time.”

Sue Maslin: “I want audiences to have uninhibited pleasure in this film. Pleasure with costuming, with the performances, with the story and to have a big fat movie experience where they can laugh, cry, and then come away having a real sense of triumph in Tilly’s journey.”

Rosalie Ham: “I think audiences are going to laugh, to cry, to be aghast. And I think they’re ultimately going to come away thinking about these big themes; hypocrisy, bigotry, the dramatization of all those big themes in life. With those elements, and the fun and the fashion, it’s going to be a very vibrant experience and I think that that’s what cinema should be about.”

James Mackay: “Audiences have got a lot to look forward to with this one. There are so many big universal themes and so many things that just slip straight through your defences and hit you right in the gut or in the heart. and they’re going to have a lot of laughs along the way.”

Sacha Horler: “I think it’s going to be funny and quite mad and a really great journey. There are some extraordinary actors in this film. Judy Davis, Kate Winslet, Liam Hemsworth, Hugo Weaving, I’d buy the ticket just for those four.”

Caroline Goodall: “It’s going to be so much fun, I really think that audiences are going to be roaring with laughter. It’s also got all the depth that you could possibly want, a really beautiful love story, but it doesn’t take itself too seriously. I really think it’s a movie for everyone.”

Barry Otto: “The journey is so absolutely unpredictable. There’s nothing like being just ahead of the audience, and once they catch up to you, the shocks that come. Just go for this ride that will make you cry and laugh, it’s just got all the elements of life.”

Rebecca Gibney: “I think it’s going to be a visual feast, an assault on the senses. So many films don’t do that, or they use tricks to do that, CGI and this is art on display - incredible costumes, incredible makeup, a beautiful love story, extraordinary performances, beautiful writing and extraordinary direction and amazing cinematography. It runs the gamut.”
BIOGRAPHIES

KATE Winslet – Tilly Dunnage

Academy Award® winning actress KATE WINSLET has brought to life some of cinema’s most captivating and memorable roles. Winslet won her first Academy Award®, after a stunning past 5 nominations, for her role as ‘Hannah Schmitz’ in Stephen Daldry’s 2008 The Reader. Winslet also won a Golden Globe®, SAG, BAFTA, and Critics’ Choice Award, among many others, for the role.

At the age of seventeen, she made an international name for herself in Peter Jackson’s feature film Heavenly Creatures. She followed that in 1995 with her role as ‘Marianne Dashwood’ in Ang Lee’s Sense and Sensibility. Winslet received her first Academy Award® nomination for this performance and was also nominated for a Golden Globe®. She then went on to win the BAFTA and the Screen Actors Guild Award. At the age of 22, Winslet received her second Academy Award® nomination for her role in James Cameron’s Titanic, and the honor of being the youngest actress ever to be nominated for two Academy Awards®.

She dyed her hair blue and orange for her portrayal of the quirky ‘Clementine’ in Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, for which she received Academy Award®, Golden Globe® and BAFTA nominations for Best Actress. In 2006, she starred opposite Patrick Wilson and Jennifer Connelly in Todd Field’s Little Children for which she received her fifth Academy Award® nomination for Best Actress. In 2014, she co-starred with Josh Brolin in director Jason Reitman’s Labor Day, which earned Winslet a Golden Globe nomination for Best Actress.

In early 2015, Winslet reprised her role in Insurgent, the second film in Veronica Roth’s best-selling book series, and starred in A Little Chaos, a British period drama film directed by Alan Rickman and written by Allison Deegan, in which she plays a landscape gardener involved in the creation of the gardens at Louis XIV’s Versailles. Later this year will also see the release of Triple Nine in which Winslet stars opposite Chiwetel Ejiofor, Casey Affleck, Gal Gadot, Aaron Paul and Norman Reedus, and Danny Boyle’s Jobs, in which she portrays ‘Joanna Hoffmann’, one of the original members of both the Macintosh and NeXT teams, opposite Michael Fassbender in the title role.
JUDY DAVIS – Molly Dunnage

Judy Davis is one of Australia’s most versatile actors. Internationally acclaimed, with a career spanning over thirty years, Judy has impacted audiences with a variety of award winning performances. Davis first came to prominence for her role as ‘Sybulla Melvyn’ in the coming-of-age saga My Brilliant Career, for which she won BAFTA Awards for Best Actress and Best Newcomer.

The two-time Emmy Award winner is best known for portraying formidable real-life women on TV, including Hollywood legend, Judy Garland, in the miniseries Life With Judy Garland: Me And My Shadows. Davis made television history when Life With Judy Garland received the most nominations for a single performance and won every award she was nominated for, including the Emmy, Golden Globe, Screen Actors Guild and the American Film Institute Award. Other significant television roles include her Emmy Award winning role opposite Glenn Close in Serving In Silence: The Margaret Cammermeyer Story, with subsequent nominations for her roles in The Echo Of Thunder, Dash And Lilly, A Cooler Climate and The Reagans.

Davis received Academy Award nominations for her roles in A Passage To India and Woody Allen's Husbands And Wives. Allen consequently cast her in four more films; To Rome With Love, Celebrity, Deconstructing Harry and Alice.

Additional film credits include The Young And Prodigious TS Spivet, Marie Antoinette, The Break Up, Kangaroo, Impromptu, Naked Lunch, Barton Fink, The Ref, On My Own, Blood And Wine, Children Of The Revolution, Absolute Power, and AFI award winning roles in Kangaroo and High Tide.

In theatre, Davis made her professional debut as ‘Juliet’, opposite Mel Gibson's ‘Romeo’. She played both ‘Cordelia’ and ‘the Fool’ in King Lear for the Nimrod Theatre Company, as well as the title role in Hedda Gabler, a landmark performance in Australian theatre. In 2004 she made a return to the stage and starred in and co-directed Victory. Other stage directorial credits include The School For Scandal and Barrymore, all three for the Sydney Theatre Company. Most recently she portrayed the role of fading actress ‘Irina Arkadina’ in Anton Chekhov's The Seagull at Belvoir St Theatre to critical acclaim and sold out audiences.
LIAM HEMSWORTH – Teddy McSwiney

LIAM HEMSWORTH has a quiet intensity that transcends the big screen. Demonstrating versatility and skill in a range of performances, Hemsworth has proven to be one of the most sought after actors of his generation.

Hemsworth will next be seen in the crime thriller Cut Bank, starring opposite Billy Bob Thornton, Bruce Dern and John Malkovich and later this fall he will be seen reprising his role as ‘Gale Hawthorne’ in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay 2. He recently completed production on the revenge western thriller By Way of Helena, starring opposite Woody Harrelson, and he will appear in Roland Emmerich’s Independence Day 2, starring opposite Jeff Goldblum & Bill Pullman.

Born in Melbourne, Australia, Hemsworth grew up surfing on Phillip Island. At the age of 17, having observed his two older brothers Luke and Chris do television shows in Australia, Hemsworth decided he too wanted to pursue acting seriously. He enrolled in acting classes, got an agent and started auditioning. Hemsworth quickly landed his first big acting job on Australia’s popular TV series Home and Away and from there went on to book a role on Australia’s most successful TV show Neighbours.

Knowing Los Angeles was the centre of movie making, Hemsworth began sending audition tapes to the United States, and soon received a call that Marvel wanted to screen test him for Thor. Though he ended up losing the role of ‘Thor’ to his older brother Chris, it was this audition that got Hemsworth to Los Angeles.

He beat out hundreds of actors for the part of ‘Will Blakelee’ in the film adaptation of Nicholas Spark’s The Last Song, co-starring Greg Kinnear and Miley Cyrus. Hemsworth then went onto star in two of 2012’s biggest box office hits - The Hunger Games, directed by Gary Ross, and Expendables 2, directed by Simon West. He’s since starred opposite Harrison Ford and Gary Oldman in the high stakes thriller Paranoia, directed by Robert Luketic and Empire State, directed by Dito Montiel and co-starring Dwayne Johnson and Emma Roberts. He also reprised his role as ‘Gale Hawthorne’ in The Hunger Games: Catching Fire and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay 1, directed by Francis Lawrence.
HUGO WEAVING – Sergeant Farrat

Hugo Weaving has enjoyed an enormously varied and successful career in film, theatre and television.

He has won numerous awards, including three Australian Film Institute awards for Best Actor in a Leading Role - in Jocelyn Moorhouse's Proof, The Interview - for which he also won Best Actor at The Montreal World Film Festival, and Little Fish. In 2011, he was an inaugural AACTA award winner for his performance in Oranges And Sunshine.

Weaving is also well known for his roles in The Adventures Of Priscilla, Queen Of The Desert, as ‘Agent Smith’ in The Matrix trilogy, as ‘Elrond’ in The Lord Of The Rings and The Hobbit trilogies, and as ‘V’ in V For Vendetta. Other films include Last Ride, Captain America, Cloud Atlas, Mystery Road, The Mule and Strangerland.

His many theatre appearances include Sydney Theatre Company productions of Hedda Gabler and Uncle Vanya, both enjoying successful U.S. tours in 2006 and 2011 respectively, the latter earning him a Helen Hayes Award; Macbeth; Endgame; and Waiting For Godot, with a London season in 2015. He has also voiced characters in several highly successful films, including Babe, Happy Feet and Transformers.

In 2013 he was President of the Sydney Film Festival Jury.

SHANE BOURNE – Evan Pettyman

Shane Bourne is one of Australia’s leading actors and performers. His career spans award-winning performances across stage and screen. He received critical acclaim for his role in the ABC TV Drama series MDA as medical lawyer “Bill ‘Happy’ Henderson”, a role for which he earned two AFI awards for Best Lead Actor in a Drama Series in 2003 and 2005. He gained further acclaim for his role as ‘Stanley Wolfe’ in Channel Seven’s crime drama series City Homicide.

Bourne received rave reviews for his chilling portrayal of ‘Detective Don Hancock’ in The Great Mint Swindle. His film credits include the highly acclaimed 2006 film Kokoda. The film was met with rave reviews and earned six award nominations in the AFI, IF and Film Critic Circle of Australia Awards collectively. Bourne’s theatre credits for such companies as Melbourne Theatre Company, Sydney Theatre Company, Playbox Theatre, Griffin Theatre and Company B are numerous. More recently Shane starred in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang as ‘Baron Bomburst’ for TML Enterprises and alongside Geoffrey Rush and Magda Subzanski in the 2013 hit production of Stephen Sondheim’s A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum.
CAROLINE GOODALL – Elspeth Beaumont

Caroline Goodall has made over 30 feature films. She played leading roles in the British Theatre and on TV before being chosen to star as ‘Moira Banning’ opposite Robin Williams in Steven Spielberg’s blockbuster Hook and as ‘Emilie Schindler’ in Schindler’s List, the only actress Spielberg has worked with twice. This led to starring roles in hits such as Disclosure, opposite Michael Douglas; the villainess ‘Krystal’ in Cliffhanger; Ridley Scott’s White Squall, with Jeff Bridges; and ‘Helen’ in Princess Diaries 1 and 2, with Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews. Australian feature films include starring as ‘Meg Moynihan’ in Richard Franklin’s Hotel Sorrento, which earned her a Best Actress AFI nomination; ‘Elyne Mitchell’ in The Silver Brumby, with Russell Crowe; and ‘Doris’ in P.J Hogan’s Mental, with Tony Collette and Rebecca Gibney.

Other films include Lars Von Trier’s Nymphomaniac 2, with Charlotte Gainsbourg, Stellan Skarsgard; Paul Haggis’ The Third Person, with Liam Neeson and James Franco; and Oliver Parker’s Dorian Gray, with Colin Firth and Ben Barnes. Her next film project is starring as ‘Ms Rottenmaier’ in the remake of Heidi with Bill Nighy and Anna Friel. As well as continued international television work, theatre work, numerous radio plays and audio books, Caroline has lent her voice to on screen campaigns for the charity Habitat For Humanity and Oscar™ winning documentary film maker Shaun Monson’s upcoming documentary Unity.

JAMES MACKAY – William Beaumont

James Mackay made his feature film debut in Oscar™ winner Guillermo del Toro’s US horror thriller Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark, alongside Guy Pearce and Katie Holmes. He will soon appear alongside Josh Hartnett in the sweeping epic The Lovers from Palme D’Or winner Roland Joffe (The Killing Fields, The Mission). Other film credits include Skin Deep, Australian indie horror thriller Redd Inc. and Miro Bilbrough’s Being Venice. On television screens Mackay recently concluded shooting a guest arc on the CW’s The Tomorrow People. Other credits include ‘Lindsay MacFadden’ in Micro Nation, Irish backpacker ‘Joel Thomson’ in the ABC’s tropical crime drama The Straits, Tony Tilse’s Panic At Rock Island, Andrew Denton’s Hungry Beast and Southern Star’s Rescue: Special Ops (Series II).

An established theatre actor, Mackay most recently starred in The History Boys directed by Jesse Peach and performed at the Sydney Opera House. He appeared alongside Hugo Weaving and Pamela Rabe in the Sydney Theatre Company’s acclaimed production of Les Liaisons Dangereuses. He was a founding member of Sydney indie company Cry Havoc, and appeared in their productions of Julius Caesar and Three Sisters. Mackay also performed in B Street for Company B at Belvoir Street Theatre. He recently starred in the short film Warriors Of OZ, which was filmed in Kazakhstan. Other film credits include Hairpin, Connection, Misconception and Commodity Fetish. Mackay is the recipient of the 2013 Heath Ledger Scholarship, and is a graduate of the West Australian Academy of Performing Arts.
SACHA HORLER – Una Pleasance

Sacha Horler’s film credit highlights include AFI award-winning roles in *Praise, Soft Fruit*, and *Travelling Light*, and AFI Award nominations for her work in *My Year Without Sex, Secret Bridesmaids Business* and *Russian Doll*. She also performed the voice of Strix Struma in Zack Snyder’s *Legend Of The Guardians: The Owls Of Ga’hoole*.

Horler’s most recent television role was in the comedy series *The Moody’s* for which she was nominated for a Monte Carlo Best Comedy Actress award. Just a few of her vast roles in television include *Old School* opposite Bryan Brown and Sam Neill, *Black Comedy* telemovies *Beaconsfield & Hawke, Love My Way, Offspring, Rake, Small Time Gangster* and her AFI nominated role in *Grass Roots*.

With Horler’s theatre credits too numerous to name all, a small list include *Other Desert Cities* for the Melbourne Theatre Company, *Mariage Blanc, God Of Carnage, The Removalists, The Crucible, Pygmalion, Three Sisters, Far Away* and Life After George for the Sydney Theatre Company, and *Peribanez, Blue Murder, The Birthday Party, Hamlet* and *Svetlana In Slingbacks* for Company B.

Horler’s upcoming projects include the Seven Network drama *Catching Milat* and the highly anticipated series *The Kettering Incident* for Foxtel.

SARAH SNOOK – Gertrude Pratt

Sarah Snook is one of Australia’s most exciting young actresses. Since graduating from NIDA in 2008, she has starred in a number of award-winning feature films, theatre productions and television series both locally and internationally. She received the 2014 AACTA Award for Best Actress for the film *Predestination*, the 2011 Graham Kennedy Most Outstanding New Talent TV Week Logie Award for her performance in *Sisters Of War*, the 2012 AACTA Award for Best Lead Actress in a Television Drama for the ABC series *Sisters Of War*, the 2013 Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actress for *Not Suitable For Children* and she was nominated for Best Lead Actress in a Feature Film at the 2013 AACTA Awards for *Not Suitable For Children*.

She features in Neil Armfield’s upcoming film *Holding The Man*, and Danny Boyle’s soon to be released *Jobs*. Additional film credits include *Sleeping Beauty and These Final Hours*. Her television credits include *The Moody’s, Redfern Now, Spirited Series 2, Blood Brothers, Packed To The Rafters, My Place and All Saints*. Snook also recently completed filming as the lead in *The Beautiful Lie* for the ABC, as well as in the ABC’s highly anticipated drama-series *The Secret River*. 
SHANE JACOBSON – Alvin Pratt

Shane Jacobson is an award-winning actor, presenter and Entertainer. His television credits include The Time of our Lives, Jack Irish: Bad Debts, Jack Irish: Black Tide, Jack Irish: Dead Point – all with Guy Pearce, The Mystery of a Hansom Cab, Beaconsfield, Top Gear Australia, Kenny’s World and The Great Australian Bake Off & Fat Tony & Co.

In 2006, Jacobson starred in the movie Kenny, which won him a swag of awards including the AFI award for Best Lead Actor, the Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor, the 2007 Film Ink Award for Best Newcomer and Australian Star of the Year Award. Together, Jacobson and his brother Clayton (the film’s co-writer and Director) also won the 2006 IF Awards for Best Feature Film and Best Script, and the Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Original Screenplay.

Jacobson’s film credits include Hollywood blockbuster The Bourne Legacy; Newcastle; Cactus, with Bryan Brown; Charlie & Boots, with Paul Hogan; Surviving Georgia, with Holly Valance; the voice of Santa in the animated feature Santa’s Apprentice, with Delta Goodrem; and Oddball which is due for release in 2016.

On stage, Jacobson performed in the classic musical Guys and Dolls with Marina Prior, Lisa McCune, Gary Mcdonald and Magda Szubainski, for which he won a Helpmann award; The Drowsy Chaperone, with Geoffrey Rush; Top Gear Live, with Jeremy Clarkson; Shane Warne the Musical, with Eddie Perfect; and Mother & Son, alongside Noelene Browne.

As well as performing, Shane has a passion for producing. He hosted and produced Hangin’ with Hoges, a documentary with Paul Hogan for the ABC, and co-hosted and Executive Produced Manspace on Go!, Nine’s digital channel. In 2013, Shane became a best selling Australian author after releasing his biography – The Long Road to Overnight.

REBECCA GIBNEY – Muriel Pratt

Rebecca Gibney is one of Australia’s most beloved and respected actresses.

Following the success of 2014’s TV movie The Killing Field, which she co-produced, Gibney is currently starring as Detective Sergeant Eve Winter in the new drama series WINTER. She has also recently completed production on the upcoming television biopic Peter Allen: Not The Boy Next Door, playing the role of Peter Allen’s mother ‘Marion Woolnough’.

In 2012, she starred in P.J. Hogan’s feature film Mental, opposite Toni Collette and Anthony LaPaglia. Her performance as ‘Shirley Moochmore’ earned her an AACTA
Award nomination for Best Supporting Actress and a Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actress in a Supporting Role. Gibney has portrayed some of the most interesting women on Australian television, including her compelling portrayal of ‘Guinea’ in *Come In Spinner*, which won her an AFI Award for Best Actress in a Mini-Series and a Silver Logie for Most Outstanding Actress. One of her most critically acclaimed roles was as ‘Dr Jane Halifax’ in *Halifax F.P*. The character was created especially for her and her performance saw her nominated for numerous Logie and AFI Awards.

Rebecca’s feature film credits include *Among The Cinders, Mr Wrong, I Live With Me Dad, Lucky Break, Joey, Lost & Found, In Her Skin, The Map Reader* and Cherie Nowlan’s *Clubland* alongside Brenda Blethyn.

**BARRY OTTO – Percival Almanac**

Barry Otto has worked in film, television and theatre in Australia for more than 35 years.

In film, his performance as Doug Hastings in *Strictly Ballroom* received two awards for Best Supporting Actor from the Australian Film Institute and Film Critics’ Circle. His film credits include *South Solitary*, alongside his daughter Miranda; *The Legends Of The Guardians: The Owls Of Ga’hoole: Australia; Three Blind Mice; Rogue; Newcastle; Oscar And Lucinda; Kiss Or Kill; Dead Letter Office; The Nice Guy*, with Jackie Chan; *Lilian’s Story; On Our Selection; and Cosi*, for which he received a Green Room Award for Best Actor. Other film credits include *Love’s Brother* and *Bliss* for which he received a Critics’ Circle Award for Best Actor. Most recently Barry voiced the part of ‘Doctor’ in the short animation film *A Cautionary Tail*. Barry was more recently seen in Baz Luhrmann’s *The Great Gatsby*.

Barry has also worked extensively in television with credits including *Utopia Girls, The Jesters, Stupid Stupid Man, Through My Eyes, Loot, Farscape, Secret Life Of Us* and most recently *Dance Academy*.

**JULIA BLAKE – Irma Almanac**

Julia Blake has carved an incredible career across film, television and theatre. She is the recipient of nine major awards, including two AFI Awards.

Her most well known film portrayals are as Frances in *Travelling North*; Claire in *Innocence*; Barbara in Scott Hicks’ *The Boys Are Back in Town*, opposite Clive Owen; Heather Hudson in *X-Men Origins:Wolverine*, opposite Hugh Jackman, Liev Schreiber and Ryan Reynolds; and *Last Dance* in a 2-hander opposite Firass Durani. Originally from England where she worked in theatre and met her future husband Terry Norris, she has appeared regularly on the Australian stage in leading roles for the Melbourne Theatre.

On television, she appeared on Seachange, All Saints, City Homicide, in the memorable role of ‘Minna’ in three seasons of the ABC’s Bed of Roses and Miss Fishers’ Murder Mysteries. Most recently she made a hilarious guest appearance on Shaun Micallef’s Mad As Hell.

Blake will be seen in the upcoming A Month Of Sundays, directed by Matthew Saville, and Is This The Real World, directed by Martin McKenna.

KERRY FOX – Beulah Harridene

Kerry Fox is one of New Zealand’s most internationally respected and awarded actors.

In 2014, she starred in Terry McMahon’s critically acclaimed feature Patrick’s Day and she will be seen in 2015 in Neil Armfield’s feature Holding The Man, alongside Guy Pearce and Anthony LaPaglia, and in Grant Scicluna’s feature Downriver.

Kerry’s body of work includes Jane Campion’s An Angel At My Table, for which she was awarded the New Zealand Film Award for Best Actress, the San Sebastian Film Festival Award for Best Actress and the Venice Film Festival Elvira Notari Award for Best Performance; Gillian Armstrong’s The Last Days Of Chez Nous, which earned her the Asia-Pacific Film Festival Award for Best Supporting Actress; and Patrice Chereau’s Intimacy which saw her win the Silver Bear Best Actress Award at the Berlin Film Festival.

She has also starred in Tom Harper’s War Book, Iain Softley’s Trap For Cinderella, PJ Hogan’s Mental - alongside Toni Collette, Danny Boyle’s Shallow Grave, Michael Winterbottom’s Welcome To Sarajevo, The Sound Of One Hand Clapping, Country Life, The Gathering, The Hanging Garden, Storm, Jane Campion’s Bright Star, Juan Carlos Fresnadillo’s Intruders and Jonathan Teplitzsky’s Burning Man. Kerry has appeared in numerous productions for the BBC, ITV and Channel 4 in the UK. In 2010, Kerry starred in Rowan Joffe’s BAFTA Award winning telemovie The Shooting Of Thomas Hurndall.

GYTON GRANTLEY – Barney McSwiney

Since graduating from Queensland University of Technology, Gyton Grantley has forged a remarkable career in film, theatre and television. His feature film credits include The Reef, Beneath Hill 60, Balibo and Prime Mover. He is renowned for his television performances and has appeared in House Husbands (Series 1 to 3) as series regular ‘Kane’, Fat Tony & Co, Clifty, 30 Seconds, Rescue Special Ops, East West 101, All
Saints and Underbelly where his portrayal of Carl Williams garnered critical acclaim with an AFI Award for Best Actor in a Television Series and a Silver Logie for Most Outstanding Actor.

Grantley’s most recent theatre appearance was in Opera Australia’s production of South Pacific in the role of ‘Luther Bilis’. Other theatre credits include Domestic Bliss, for the Old Fitzroy Theatre; Vincent in Brixton, for the Ensemble Theatre; The Removalist, for La Boite Theatre; The Blue Roof, for Jigsaw Theatre Company; and Vertigo and The Virginia for Tamarama Rock Surfers. He performed the title role in La Boite’s production of Ruben Guthrie, where he received a Matilda Award Nomination for Best Male Actor in a Leading Role.

GENEVIEVE LEMON – Mae McSwiney

Genevieve Lemon has enjoyed a successful career in theatre, film and television spanning over 25 years. Her film credits include Suburban Mayhem, Billy’s Holiday, The Piano, Sweetie, Holy Smoke and Soft Fruit. She will next be seen in Neil Armfield’s Holding The Man. In 2006 she was nominated for An Australian Film Institute Award for Best Supporting Actress for the film Suburban Mayhem. Lemon’s television credits include Redfern Now, the telemovie Carlotta, Rake: Series 3, Top Of The Lake, Rake, After The Beep, Three Men and a Baby Grand, Prisoner, Postcard Bandit, Mermaids and The Adventures of Charlotte and Henry. She will next be seen in ABC’s highly anticipated mini-series The Secret River.

She most recently performed onstage in Noises Off for the Sydney Theatre Company. Her other theatre credits include The Mousetrap, The Pirates of Penzance (The Production Company), Death of a Salesman (Belvoir), Fat Swan, Billy Elliot (Australia & UK), Priscilla, Queen of the Desert – the Musical, Merrily We Roll Along, Miracle City, The Girl Who Saw Everything, Summer Rain (STC), And a Nightingale Sang, The Venetian Twins (QTC/Gordon Frost), Summer of the Seventeenth Doll (MTC) and the original Australian productions of Steaming and Steel Magnolias with Nicole Kidman. Genevieve has received the following awards for her role in Billy Elliot: the Green Room Award for Best Female Role in 2008, the Helpmann Award for Best Female Actor in a Musical in 2008 and the Sydney Theatre Critics Judith Johnson Award for Best Performance by an Actress in 2007.

ALISON WHYTE – Marigold Pettyman

Alison Whyte is one of Australia’s most accomplished and celebrated actors, with an outstanding reputation in theatre, film and television. On the small screen, she has been seen in numerous productions, including The Doctor Blake Mysteries, Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, Tangle, Satisfaction, City Homicide, Marshall Law, Sea Change, Good Guys Bad Guys, G.P. and the critically acclaimed Frontline, amongst many others. Whyte will soon be seen in The Kettering Incident and Glitch.
Her numerous films include *Centreplace, The Jammed, Subterano* and *Saturday Night*. Whyte has worked with many major theatre companies including the Sydney Theatre Company, the Melbourne Theatre Company, the Black Swan Theatre Company and the Malthouse Theatre, for whom she appeared in *Optimism*, which toured the Sydney Festival and the Edinburgh Festival. Alison is the recipient of numerous awards including a 2009 ASTRA Award for *Satisfaction*, a 2008 TV Week Logie for *Satisfaction* and the 2005 Green Room Award for *Dinner*. Alison won both a Green Room Award and a Helpmann Award in 2010 for her outstanding portrayal of ‘Elizabeth’ in Melbourne Theatre Company’s production of *Richard III*. Alison won the 2013 Green Room Award for *The Bloody Chamber*.

**AMANDA WOODHAMS – Nancy Pickett**

Amanda Woodhams made her feature film debut in Sam Barrett’s *Sororal*. She has also appeared in Sue Brooks’ *Looking For Grace*, and PJ Hogan’s feature *Mental*, with Toni Collette, Anthony LaPaglia and Rebecca Gibney.

She has appeared on the small screen in the miniseries *The Secret River*; sci-fi series *Stormworld*, on the Nine Network; and as Red Lamb in the highly acclaimed Showtime mini-series of Tim Winton’s *Cloudstreet*, directed by AACTA award winning Matthew Saville. Woodham’s short film credits include *Barrow, Ngurrumbang, The Dinner Meeting* and *The Hunt*.

On stage she has performed lead roles in *The Damned, Twelfth Night* and *The Web*, for the Black Swan State Theatre Company, and *Portraits Of Modern Evil* and *Caucasian Chalk Circle* for the Hotbed Ensemble Theatre. She was awarded an Equity Award for Best Newcomer in 2008 for her work in *Caucasian Chalk Circle* and a 2010 Equity Award for Best Supporting Actress for *The Web*.

**HAYLEY MAGNUS – Prudence Harridiene**

Hayley Magnus is an Australian-born actress whose career spans television, film, and theatre. Magnus will soon be seen in a supporting role in the thriller *Mojave* directed by William Monahan. Past film credits include *Mental* directed by PJ Hogan, *Snobs* and *Getting In*. On the small screen, Hayley has appeared in the popular Australian drama series *Home and Away* and *Slide*.

Hayley’s stage experience includes roles in productions such as *King Lear, Vienna Syndrome, Under Milk Wood, The Sound of Music* and *Macbeth*. Hayley currently resides in Los Angeles.
TERRY NORRIS – Septimus Crescent

Terry Norris has had a distinguished career spanning 35 years as a professional actor on Stage, Screen and Radio both in the UK and Australia. He has won Logie, Penguin and Film Critics Circle Awards and has received numerous AFI nominations.

He is well known to Australians for the roles of Joe Turner on the long running TV series Bellbird and as Senior Sergeant Eric O'Reilly on the police drama Cop Shop. Norris left Cop Shop in 1982 to pursue a political career. He was the Labor party member for Noble Park from 1982 to 1985 and then for Dandenong from 1985 to 1992.

Film appearances include Paper Planes, The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawntreader, Romulus My Father and Innocence, for which he was nominated for the AFI Award for Best Actor, as well as for a Film Critics Circle Award. He will be seen in the upcoming Force of Destiny, opposite David Wenham and Jacqueline McKenzie.

In his earlier years, Terry worked in theatre in England and played a diverse range of roles all over the country, from Shakespeare and Shaw to Agatha Christie. His last theatre engagement in the UK was as leading man at the Theatre Royal York for 18 months where he met and married leading lady Julie Blake.

TRACY HARVEY – Lois Pickett

Tracy Harvey began her career with The Whittle Family, a short feature, in 1977, and quickly branched out into TV drama with appearances in The Sullivans, Carson's Law, Waterfront, Dead Normal and Sleuth 101.

She has appeared in the David Williamson play Siren, has written and performed in The Comedy Company and The Big Gig and performed in the Belvoir Street production of The Royal Commission into the Australian Economy. She made appearances on The Glynn Nicholas Show, Hey Hey It's Saturday, Good Morning Australia, The Man From Snowy River and on stage at The Last Laugh in 1997.

Harvey’s first book, Dear Mum, I'm on the Telly, illustrated by Jeffrey Fisher and published by McPhee Gribble/Penguin Books, has established her as a writer. In 1996 she wrote a regular weekly column in The Age Saturday Extra, "Stop Showing Off", and wrote radio inserts for the ABC. She played Linda in Artist Services' smash hit play Mum's the Word in Melbourne and Adelaide, and starred in her own show, Wonderful Ward, for the Melbourne Comedy Festival. She appeared in the Playbox Production of A Dog's Play and A Few Roos Loose in the Top Paddock, and most recently she developed and produced Pr!ck the Musical.
REGINALD BLOOD – Mark Leonard Winter

Mark graduated from Victorian College of the Arts in 2005. His feature film credits include Healing, opposite Hugo Weaving and Don Haney; The Fear of Darkness, directed by Chris Fitchett; and The Boy Castaways, directed by Michael Kantor, along with Robert Connolly’s Balibo, (14 AFI Award nominations), Van Diemen's Land, Blame, Playing for Charlie, Canopy and One Eyed Girl.

Mark’s television credits include HBO's The Pacific, produced by Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks; Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, for the ABC; Winners and Losers, for Seven Network; Killing Time, for TV1; Rush (Series 4), for Network 10; and The Homicide Franchise: Dr Wainer’s Summer Offensive for the ABC.

Mark also plays internet sensation Detective Larry Hard in Cop Hard, a webisode series created and produced by makers of Van Diemen’s Land.

Most recently, Mark has performed in The Effect for the QTC and STC, Birdland for MTC and Suddenly Last Summer and will next be on stage in King Lear for STC opposite Geoffrey Rush. Mark co-wrote and performed in the Malthouse theatres hit Thyestes, which was awarded Best Production, Best Ensemble and Best Adaptation at the 2010 Green Room Awards. Thyestes was remounted by Belvoir and the Sydney Festival in 2012.

SIMON MAIDEN – Photographer

Simon Maiden has an extensive list of credits in film, television and the stage since graduating from WAAPA. He has featured in films such as Romulus, My Father, directed by Richard Roxburgh; the Miramax World War II drama The Great Raid; and The Killer Elite. On television he has been seen in the dramas Fat Tony & Co, The Doctor Blake Mysteries, Mr & Mrs Murder, Winners and Losers, City Homicide, Rush, Satisfaction, Tangle and the television movies Hawke, Dangerous Remedy and Underground: The Julian Assange Story.

He will soon be seen in the mini-series Deadline: Gallipoli in the role of ‘Winston Churchill’. His numerous theatre credits include Robot Vs Art with Tamarama Rock surfers, Ruben Guthrie for Red Stitch, Criminology and Love for the Malthouse Theatre and the upcoming world premiere of Last Man Standing for the Melbourne Theatre Company.
CREW BIOGRAPHIES

JOCELYN MOORHOUSE – Writer/Director

Jocelyn Moorhouse was born in Melbourne and graduated from the Australian Film Television and Radio School in 1984. She wrote and directed for numerous television shows prior to writing and directing her feature film debut Proof, which starred Hugo Weaving and Russell Crowe. Proof had its world premiere in Director’s Fortnight at the Cannes Film Festival in 1991. The film screened at numerous international film festivals, winning many awards including the Sutherland Trophy by the British Film Institute, Critic’s Choice Award at Sao Paulo International Film Festival and Bronze Award at Tokyo International Film Festival.

In 1994, Moorhouse moved to Los Angeles to direct How To Make An American Quilt, which starred Winona Ryder and Anne Bancroft, and A Thousand Acres, which starred Michele Pfeiffer, Jessica Lange and Colin Firth. She works closely with her husband PJ Hogan and was producer on his films Muriel’s Wedding, Unconditional Love, Peter Pan and Mental.

She directed her first play, Sex With Strangers by Laura Eason, at the Sydney Theatre Company in August 2012.

SUE MASLIN – Producer

Sue Maslin is an award winning screen producer and Adjunct Professor of the School of Media & Communication, RMIT University.

Feature credits include Road To Nhill, winner of 2003 Best Feature Film at Thessaloniki International Film Festival; Japanese Story, winner of 2003 AFI Award for Best Feature Film, IF Award for Best Feature Film, Film Critics Circle of Australia Best Feature Film; Celebrity: Dominick Dunne; and Hunt Angels, winner of the 2006 AFI Award for Best Feature Documentary Film. Her company, Film Art Media, produces and distributes screen content across many platforms, with a focus on blue chip documentaries including The Edge of The Possible: Jorn Utzon and the Sydney Opera House, winner of the Golden Plaque at 1998 Chicago International Television Competition, and Michael Kirby: Don’t Forget The Justice Bit.

She was the inaugural recipient of the Jill Robb Award for Outstanding Leadership, Achievement and Service to the Victorian Screen Industry, inaugural director of the Australian Israel Cultural Exchange Festival of Australian Films in Israel, a participant at the Prime Minister’s 2020 Summit, Patron of Women In Film and Television Victoria, and is President of the Natalie Miller Fellowship.
DONALD M. MCALPINE, ACS, ASC – Director of Photography

Born and raised in Australia, Donald M. McAlpine first began working as a director of photography on *The Adventures of Barry McKenzie*, one of the films that marked the early 1970s production revival known as ‘New Australian Cinema.’ From there, his career has grown into one of the most diverse in the industry, with a list of credits that include dramas, musicals, comedies and big budget blockbusters.

McAlpine has lensed some of the most visually iconic films in recent times, including Baz Luhrmann’s *Moulin Rouge!* (for which McAlpine received an Oscar® nomination) and *Romeo + Juliet*. He also shot the *The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe*, and the box office hit *X-Men Origins: Wolverine*, starring Hugh Jackman.

Other recent credits include *Ender’s Game; Broadway 4D; Main Street*, a feature film rendering of Horton Foote’s play starring Colin Firth, Patricia Clarkson and Orlando Bloom; and the comedy *Mental*, featuring Liv Schreiber and Toni Collette. Other films include *Mrs. Doubtfire, Stepmom, The Edge, Nine Months, Clear and Present Danger, The Man Without a Face, Patriot Games, Medicine Man, Parenthood, Moon Over Parador, Predator, Down and Out in Beverly Hills, King David, Moscow on the Hudson, Breaker Morant, My Brilliant Career, Don’s Party and Gentle Strangers.*

JILL BILCOCK – Editor

Jill Bilcock is one of the world's leading editors, working with directing heavyweights such as Sam Mendes, Baz Luhrmann and Fred Schepisi. An award-winning editor at an early age in Australia, Jill rose through the ranks breaking through to the lucrative American market in the mid ’90s. She is now one of the most sought after editors in the world and in an envious position of being able to pick and choose her projects due to overwhelming demand.

Her strength remains her remarkable diversity in projects she chooses spanning many genres, as she continues to pleasantly surprise her audience. Recent editing credits include *My Mistress, Mental, Red Dog, Don’t Be Afraid Of The Dark, Blessed, The Young Victoria, Japanese Story, Road To Perdition and Moulin Rouge!*

ROGER FORD – Production Designer

Roger Ford’s career as a designer of television and film production began in London in the 1960’s. In the early 1970’s he visited Australia and has lived there ever since. He began work in Sydney with ABC Television, first as a designer of sets and costumes, and then for several years as Head of the Design Department.

His production design and costume design work for feature films began in 1985.
Highlights include *The Year My Voice Broke*; *Romero*; *Flirting*; *Sirens*, directed by John Duigan; *Children Of The Revolution*, directed by Peter Duncan; *Doing Time For Patsy Kline*, directed by Chris Kennedy; *Babe*, directed by Chris Noonan and *Babe- Pig In The City*, directed by George Miller; the television film *On The Beach*, directed by Russell Mulcahy; *Rabbit Proof Fence* and *The Quiet American*, directed by Phillip Noyce; *Peter Pan*, directed by P J Hogan; *Chronicles Of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe* and *The Chronicles Of Narnia: Prince Caspian*, directed by Andrew Adamson; *Don’t Be Afraid Of The Dark*, directed by Troy Nixie, and *The Raven* directed by James McTeigue.

Roger was nominated for an Academy Award® for his work on *Babe*. He has been nominated nine times for Australian Film Institute Awards, for both Production Design and Costume Design, winning three, as well as the 2002 Lexus IF Award for Best Production Design on *Rabbit Proof Fence*.

**MARION BOYCE – Costume Designer**

Marion Boyce is an internationally renowned costume designer working across film and television in Australia and overseas.

She was nominated for an Emmy and for a Costume Designer’s Guild Award in 2008 for her work on *The Starter Wife*. In 2014, Marion won the AACTA award for Best Costume Design in a Television Series, for her work on *Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries*.

Boyce’s credits include the TV series *Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, The Hollowmen, The Starter Wife, Nightmares And Dreamscapes* and *Moby Dick*.

Films include *Crocodile Dundee In Los Angeles*, *Joey*, and the television movies *Hercules*, *Salem’s Lot*, *The Echo of Thunder*, and *Us and Them*.

**MARGOT WILSON – Costume Designer (Kate Winslet)**

Margot Wilson is one of Australia’s most talented costume and production designers. She is best known for her costumes for John Hillcoat’s films. Her most recent collaboration with Hillcoat was on *Triple Nine*, which starred Aaron Paul, Kate Winslet and Gal Gadot. Her other credits include *The Proposition*, starring Guy Pearce, Emily Watson and Ray Winstone, for which she won an Australian Film Institute Award in 2006; *The Road*, starring Viggo Mortensen, Charlize Theron and Guy Pearce; and *Lawless*, starring Jessica Chastain, Tom Hardy and Mia Wasikowska.

Margot was production and costume designer for Ray Lawrence’s feature films *Jindabyne* and costume designer for the multi-award winning *Lantana*, for which she received an AFI Award nomination. Margot’s other costume design credits include *Japanese Story*, starring Toni Collette; *La Spagnola*, nominated for an AFI Award for
costume design; *Risk*, starring Bryan Brown and Claudia Karvan; the period docudrama *Hunt Angels*; and Rachel Perkins’ wonderful indigenous musical *Bran Nue Dae*, which earned Margot another AFI nomination. She was also costume designer for Terrence Malick’s Oscar nominated WWII epic, *The Thin Red Line*, starring John Cusack, George Clooney, Adrian Brody and James Caviezel.

In 2012 Margot worked on the ABC and Blackfella Films’ *Mabo*, followed by John Hillcoat's HBO pilot, *Quarry* in 2013. In 2014, Margot was costume designer for Simon Stone’s *The Daughter*.

**SHANE THOMAS – Hair and Makeup Designer**

Shane Thomas is one of Australia’s leading Hair and Makeup Designers for film and television, working in Australia and internationally.

Recent credits include *Unbroken*, directed by Angelina Jolie; personal makeup artist to Emmanuelle Béart on *My Mistress, The Railway Man*, which starred Colin Firth and Nicole Kidman; *Adore*, which starred Naomi Watts and Robin Wright, and PJ Hogan’s *Mental*. He also worked on *Superman Returns*, *Star Wars: Episode III – Revenge of the Sith*, *Peter Pan* and *Babe: Pig in the City*.

For television, Thomas has worked on the TV series *Rake* and *East West 101*.

2015 will also see the release of *The Moon and the Sun*, starring Pierce Brosnan, William Hurt and Rachel Griffiths.

**ROSALIE HAM – Novelist, *The Dressmaker***

Rosalie Ham is a novelist who also teaches Literature at Trinity College (Pathways School), the University of Melbourne. She holds a Masters degree in Creative Writing (RMIT, 2007), and an Associate Diploma of Arts (Writing and Editing, RMIT, 2005) and Bachelor of Education (Drama and English, Victoria University, 1989).

As well as numerous plays, short stories, blogs, reviews and articles in various newspapers and magazines, Rosalie has also published three novels; *The Dressmaker* (2000), *Summer at Mount Hope* (2005) and *There Should be More Dancing* (2011). Rosalie is currently working on her fourth novel.
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SCREEN AUSTRALIA ANIMATED LOGO
FILM VICTORIA ANIMATED LOGO
WHITE HOT PRODUCTIONS ANIMATED LOGO

FIRST CARD
SCREEN AUSTRALIA
and
UNIVERSAL PICTURES INTERNATIONAL
present

SECOND CARD
INGENIOUS SENIOR FILM FUND

THIRD CARD
A FILM ART MEDIA PRODUCTION

FOURTH CARD
In association with
WHITE HOT PRODUCTIONS

FIFTH CARD
FILM VICTORIA

6TH CARD
SOUNDFIRM

7TH CARD
MOTION PICTURE LIGHTING

8TH CARD
EMBANKMENT FILMS

9TH CARD
KATE WINSLET

10TH CARD
JUDY DAVIS

11TH CARD
LIAM HEMSWORD

12TH CARD
and
HUGO WEAVING

13TH CARD
THE DRESSMAKER
**DRESSMAKER - End Credits - Australian Version**

1ST CARD  
Directed by  
JOCELYN MOORHOUSE

2ND CARD  
Produced by  
SUE MASLIN

3RD CARD  
Based on the novel, The Dressmaker by  
ROSALIE HAM

4TH CARD  
Written by  
JOCELYN MOORHOUSE & P.J. HOGAN

5TH CARD  
Director of Photography  
DONALD M. McALPINE ACS, ASC.

6TH CARD  
Production Designer  
ROGER FORD

7TH CARD  
Editor  
JILL BILCOCK  ACE, ASE.

8TH CARD  
Costume Designer  
MARION BOYCE

9TH CARD  
Tilly Dunnage's Costumes Designed by  
MARGOT WILSON

10TH CARD  
Make-Up and Hair Designer  
SHANE THOMAS

11TH CARD  
Personal Make-Up and Hair for Ms Winslet  
IVANA PRIMORAC

12TH CARD  
Composer  
DAVID HIRSCHFELDER

13TH CARD  
Casting  
CHRISTINE KING CSA.

14TH CARD  
Line Producer  
LOUISA KORS

15TH CARD  
Executive Producers  
GAVIN POOLMAN  
MICHAEL SHYJKA
16TH CARD
TIM HASLAM
HUGO GRUMBAR

17TH CARD
IAN KIRK
ROGER SAVAGE
KARL ENGELER

18TH CARD
GREG SITCH
FRED GAINES
P.J. HOGAN
DARYL DELLORA

19TH CARD
THE DRESSMAKER

20TH CARD
Tilly Dunnage
KATE WINSLET

Molly Dunnage
JUDY DAVIS

Teddy McSwiney
LIAM HEMSWORTH

Sergeant Farrat
HUGO WEAVING

21ST CARD
Irma Almanac
JULIA BLAKE

Evan Pettyman
SHANE BOURNE

Beulah Harridene
KERRY FOX

Muriel Pratt
REBECCA GIBNEY

22ND CARD
Elsbeth Beaumont
CAROLINE GOODALL

Barney McSwiney
GYTON GRANTLEY

Lois Pickett
TRACY HARVEY

Una Pleasance
SACHA HORLER
23RD CARD
Alvin Pratt
SHANE JACOBSON

Mae McSwiney
GENEVIEVE LEMON

William Beaumont
JAMES MACKAY

Prudence Haridene
HAYLEY MAGNUS

24TH CARD
Photographer
SIMON MAIDEN

Septimus
TERRY NORRIS

Mr Almanac
BARRY OTTO

Stewart Pettyman
RORY POTTER

25TH CARD
Gertrude Pratt
SARAH SNOOK

Marigold Pettyman
ALISON WHYTE

Young Tilly
DARCEY WILSON

Reginald Blood
MARK LEONARD WINTER

Nancy Pickett
AMANDA WOODHAMS
CAST

Ed Mc Swiney  ED Mc SWINEY
Elizabeth McSwiney  STAN LEMAN
Margaret McSwiney  MADELEINE HOGAN
Ancient Drover  SAGE BARREDA
Fashionable Relative  ERIC BEACH
Detective  CAROLINE LEE
Mrs. Tobin  GREGORY QUINN
Mrs. Wood  GENEVIEVE PICOT
Mrs. Enright  MARGOT KNIGHT
Ticket Collector  FRANCESCA WATERS
Young Molly  LUCY MOIR
Young Nancy  GRACE ROSEBIRCH
Young Gertrude  OLIVIA SPRAGUE
Young Barney  ALEX DE VOS
Theatre Manager  JASON BUCKLEY
Theatre Patrons  KATIA NIZIC
Doctor  SPIKE HOGAN
Boy in Wheat  ROY BARKER
Singer  JUDAH HOBBS
Drummer  LANIE LANE
Saxophone Player  SANDRA TALTY
Keyboardist  HOWARD CAIRNS
Piano Player & Organist  STEVE GRANT
Winyerp Footballers  MALCOLM COLE
Dungatar Footballers  SIMON FARROW
Football Fan  RICHARD ANASTASIOS
Mr. Almanac Stunt Double  MIKE SNOW
Stunt Performer  ADRIAN PICKERING
Stunt Performer  CHARLOTTE FRIELS
Mr. Almanac Stunt Double  ALEX YAKIMOV
Tilly Picture Double  HOWARD CAIRNS
Una Picture Double  STEVE GRANT
Marigold Hand Double  MALCOLM COLE

CREW

1st Assistant Director  PHIL JONES
2nd Assistant Director  RENATA BLAICH
2nd 2nd Assistant Director  KRISTAN DOWSING
3rd Assistant Director  TOM HOOPER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional A.D</td>
<td>BREEZE CALLAHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Director</td>
<td>LUCINDA THOMSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Art Director</td>
<td>NICK DARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Department Co-ordinator</td>
<td>CHRISTINA NORMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Designer</td>
<td>MICHAEL BELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrator</td>
<td>RAIN HART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storyboard Artist</td>
<td>DANNY YOUD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic Artists</td>
<td>ANNA McEWAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Graphic Artist</td>
<td>MICHAEL WHOLLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Department Runner</td>
<td>ANNA GAVRILIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Art Department Runner</td>
<td>ASHLAN DOWLING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Art Department Assistant</td>
<td>SOPHIE DURHAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Props Master</td>
<td>JANE MURPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Props Buyer</td>
<td>JON COLMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Props Buyers</td>
<td>MAXINE DENNETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby Props</td>
<td>SANDRA SCURRIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Standby Props</td>
<td>TIM DISNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Decorator</td>
<td>LISA THOMPSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Set Decoration</td>
<td>SALLY ADDINSDALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Dressers</td>
<td>DEVIN DE ARAUJO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NADIA DUSSELBERG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIM REED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PETER TROT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Decoration Runner</td>
<td>ANTHONY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAMILTON-SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Gang</td>
<td>SCOTT BOOTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BEN STOLZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Swing Gang</td>
<td>JOAO DE OLIVEIRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROB GRYMEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BEN GUERIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GABRIEL LEWIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TIM McINERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GUY ROCHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interns</td>
<td>JACK BARBOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MONICA CASEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SARAH HOPPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NENEH OWEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POZZAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUKE WARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head Greens</td>
<td>CHRIS HAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greens Foreman</td>
<td>GLENN JOHNSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Greensmen</td>
<td>HARIDAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PATTERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRADLEY MADDERN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Vehicle Co-ordinator</td>
<td>ROB PRUSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Livestock Australia P/L</td>
<td>CODY &amp; SARAH RAWSON-HARRIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>TESS, THE WONDER DOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Manager</td>
<td>BEN CORLESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foremen</td>
<td>CHRIS BAKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Co-ordinator</td>
<td>LUKE MURPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Runner</td>
<td>SHANTHI NADARAJA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>MATT BARKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>JACK BATTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>MARTIN BELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>STEWART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>BURCHALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>DANIEL CARLSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>ANDREW CLARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>JAMES CLARKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>ROHAN DAWSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>HENRY EDWARDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>MATT GOODIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>TIM GOODLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>DAVE HINNRICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>SAM JOHNSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>MATTHEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>JORDINSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>FERGUS LOBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>GUS LOBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>PATRICK MATTHEWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>IZZEQIEL DENNIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>McCoy COBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>TIMOTHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>McINERNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>SAM NOACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>ELROY PARKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>DAVID PETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>COLIN SCOTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>MARK SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>HECTOR THOMSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>TIM WILLIAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Hands</td>
<td>MELANIE YOUNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couture Design Consultant to the Director</td>
<td>SOPHIE THEALLET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Supervisor</td>
<td>KERRY THOMPSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extras Costume Supervisor</td>
<td>JEANIE CAMERON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Assistant/ Intern</td>
<td>EMILY COLLETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Buyer</td>
<td>VANESSA LOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Dresser</td>
<td>ANNA BURSTALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Standby</td>
<td>JULIE BARTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby Assistant</td>
<td>ELIZABETH WATSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Standbys</td>
<td>BRONWYN, CAMERON, MIRANDA FLINN, JAMELLA HASSAN, TAMI HOLTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costumiers</td>
<td>ALISON FOWLER, JOHN VAN GASTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Construction</td>
<td>INGRID BEILHARZ, JOCELYN CREED, LYN MOLLOY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Costume Construction</td>
<td>LARA BARWICK, MARCIA LIDDEN, CHERYL PIKE, JULIE RENTON, STEPHANIE VAN GASTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation Corsetry and Costumer</td>
<td>BEC CLARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Finisher</td>
<td>JOSEPHINE, JOHNSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Costume Designer</td>
<td>TIM CHAPPEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera Operator</td>
<td>DAVID WILLIAMSON, JASON BINNIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Assistant Camera</td>
<td>SAM NEWMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Assistant Camera</td>
<td>AARON JONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Split</td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER REIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>ROBERT MURRAY, ACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Camera Operator</td>
<td>MATT KEARNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Operator/ Steadicam</td>
<td>AARON FARRUGIA, ADRIAN SEFFRIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional 1st Assistant Camera</td>
<td>CAILTIN DOOLEY, ELLERY RYAN JNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional 2nd Assistant Camera</td>
<td>THOMAS HAYES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Video Split</td>
<td>SAGE BARREDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Grip</td>
<td>GLENN ARROWSMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Boy Grip</td>
<td>JOHN REGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolly Grip</td>
<td>SIMON HAWKINS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grips</td>
<td>MICHAEL BESPALOV, BRAD CANN, ADRIAN GOODWIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra Head Technician</td>
<td>STUART SEDGMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Grips</td>
<td>BENJAMIN HIDALGO, DE LA BARRERA, DARREN McANGUS, DARRYL MURPHY, JACKO PANAGIOTOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigging Grip</td>
<td>JOSEPHINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McAVEENA

**Gaffer**
KARL ENGELER

**Best Boy**
NICK SOWTER

**3rd Electrics**
CLINTON ROCHE

**4th Electrics**
NATHAN ALBINGER

**Gene Operator**
SEBASTIEN DEVEZE

**Electrics**
GUANG-HUI CHUAN

**Additional Electrics**
EDDIE GEDDES

**Script Supervisor**
SUSIE STRUTH

**Location Sound Recordist**
ANDREW RAMAGE

**Boom Operators**
PARADOX DELILAH

**Additional Boom Operators**
DAN GILES

**Extras Casting**
CHARLOTTE SEYMOUR

**Casting Associates**
AMANDA MITCHELL

**Extras Casting Assistant**
CINZIA COASSIN

**Production Co-ordinator**
CHRISTINE HUTCHINS

**Assistant Production Co-ordinator**
REBECCA McLENNAN

**Producer's Assistant**
KATIA NIZIC

**Producer's Assistant - Development**
PENELOPE CHAI

**Director's Attachment**
MARTHA GODDARD

**Production Secretary**
CLARE ADSHEAD

**Production Runners**
BEC SUTHERLAND

**Production Assistant**
SPIKE HOGAN

**Cast Drivers**
ELLA BARTON

**Additional Cast Drivers**
PHIL WATT

**Additional Production Co-ordinator**
NEIL McCART

**Assistant to Kate Winslet**
PAULA SALINI

**ROBERT TAYLOR**

**JANE LINDSAY**

**RACHAEL CLARKE**
Dialect Coach to Kate Winslet
VICTORIA MIELEWSKA
Sewing Machine Coach to Kate Winslet
JUDY BAILEY
Stand In for Kate Winslet
JO PAYDON
Cast Driver/ Security for Kate Winslet
HANS VAN BEUGE
Assistant to Liam Hemsworth
MATTHEW NIVEN
Stand In for Liam Hemsworth & Hugo Weaving
BRYN TOWNSEND
Cast Driver/ Security for Liam Hemsworth
ANDREW DIDLICK
Stand in for Judy Davis
GAYLE BLACKMORE

Production Accountant
JACKIE FLETCHER
1st Assistant Accountant
REBECCA HOWCROFT
Assistant Accountant
ALICE OPPEDISANO

Location Manager
DREW RHODES
Location Consultant
NEIL McCART
Location Assistant
JULIAN DUGGAN
On-site Security Mt Rothwell
SNOW BOSTOCK

Key Make Up and Hair Artist
ZIGGY GOLDEN
Make Up and Hair Artists
ANGELA CONTE
HELEN MAGELAKI
GEMMA REYNOLDS
LIZ JENKINSON
ANDREA CADZOW
ADELE Derno
GEORGE FRANCE
DYAN GREGORIOU
WARREN
HANNEMAN
JODIE HELLINGMAN
ELIZA LANGDON
KARCHIE MAYHER
DANNI MacDOWELL
VICKIE MORRIS
CAROLYN NOTT
SELINA PURTZEL
ZELJKA STANIN
BRYDIE STONE
BEC TAYLOR
JUSTIN TEAGUE
NATALIE VINCETICH
CHERYL WILLIAMS
SIMON ZANKER

Stunt Co-ordinator
CHRIS ANDERSON
Assistant Stunt Co-ordinator
WARWICK SADLER
Additional Assistant Stunt Co-ordinator
GRAHAM JAHNE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional Stunt Assistant Safety Officer</td>
<td>SHARELLE STARR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Safety Assistant Unit Nurse</td>
<td>NATHAN JAMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Unit Nurses</td>
<td>PHIL BROCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANDREA LENNOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAM KRUEGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HELEN WILLIAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFX Supervisor</td>
<td>PETER STUBBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFX Senior Tech</td>
<td>TIM O'BRIEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHS Senior Tech</td>
<td>GARRY MARTIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Tech</td>
<td>JEFF LITTLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech</td>
<td>ANDY McALLISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFX Props/Model Maker</td>
<td>JUSTIN BROWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Manager</td>
<td>ANDY PAPPAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Assistants</td>
<td>TONY ARAPOGLOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARK BARLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANDREW HALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAUL NEIL JACOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BEN SELLICK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Bus Driver</td>
<td>JESSE SLOWAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Unit Assistants</td>
<td>BEAU ADDISON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHERIDAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHENHALLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAHAM CONNOLLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MORGAN KINGSLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RICHARD LABONNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEVE PAPPAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BERNARD PHILLIPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROGER SIMPSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Swing Drivers</td>
<td>JANE CURTIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAX FISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAUL Hickey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WARWICK KING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JASPER McCROSSIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THOMAS McCROSSIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUNDLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NATHAN SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANNE WOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>HEL'S KITCHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HELEN CLARKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANITA COOMBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VICTOR MEERTENS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GINA NORIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RICHENDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRITCHARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANDREA TOOGOOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Digital Imaging Assistant
Re-recording Mixer
Sound Post Producer
Supervising Sound Editor
Sound Designer
Sound Editor
Foley
Foley Editor
ADR Recordists
Technical Support
Publicist
Stills Photographer
EPK
EPK Producer
EPK Cameraman
EPK Editors
Social Media Consultant
Social Media Moderator
VFX Studio
VFX Supervisor
VFX Producer
Assistant VFX Supervisor and Senior Compositor
Senior Composers
Compositor
Lead 3D Artist
3D Animator
Digital Matte Artist
3D Artist
Pipeline Developer
Titles Design

Second Unit
Director

TIM MORTON
CHRIS GOODES
CAS, MPSE
HELEN FIELD
GLENN NEWNHAM
CHRIS GOODES
CAS, MPSE
DAVID WILLIAMS
ALEX FRANCIS
MARIO VACCARO
ADAM CONNELLY
LIESL PIETERSE
DIEGO RUIZ
MARTIN BAYLEY
PETER CHERNY
BRUCE EMERY
JUSTIN HARRIS
NIXCO
FIONA NIX
BEN KING
THE TRACE HOUSE
MATTHEW FIELD
ANDY RICHARDS
TERENCE RACE
CHRIS BROWN
BEATRIX COLES
KATIA NIZIC
SLATEVFX
DAVID BOOTH
PRUE FLETCHER
GENE HAMMOND-LEWIS
MARTEN BLUMEN
IAN DOUGLASS
DAVID SPRUENGLI
MARK EVANS
ANDY CADZ
EVAN SHIPARD
ERIC WADSWORTH
IAN WATSON
ISAAC MOORES
MITCHELL GOLDBERG
P.J.HOGAN
Opening Titles Director  MARTHAGODDARD
Director of Photography  ROSS GIARDINA
1st Assistant Director  PETER McLENNAN
2nd Assistant Director  BREEZECALLAHAN
3rd Assistant Director  NEIL SHARMA
Script Supervisor  KATARINAKEIL
1st Assistant Camera  CAMERANGAZE
2nd Assistant Camera  ELLERYRYANJNR
Video Split  BRADLEY ANDREW
Gaffer  MICHAEL BAKER
Electrics  CHRIS MITSKINIS
ANDREW WILLIAMS
Key Grip  DEAN GARRO
Grips  MICHAEL BESPALOV
COLIN BISHOP
DAVID "RUSTY"
LECKONBY
Additional Grip  DAN MITTON
Standby Props  TIERNEY Mcgregor
Sound Recordists  NICK GODKIN
GRETCHEN
THORBURN
Boom Operator  BEN FAIMAN
Costume Standby  BRONWYN
CAMERON
Make Up and Hair  ADELE DURNO
JUSTIN TEAGUE
Safety Officer  TOM COLTRAINE
Unit Manager  MARK BARLOW
Unit Assistants  SHERIDAN
CHENALLS
ANDREW HALL

Opening Titles Unit
1st Assistant Camera  CAMERAMORELY
2nd Assistant Camera  MATT DOBSON
Costume Standby  MIRANDA FLNN
XM2 Drone Technicians  AIDAN KELLY
JIN LEE
STEPHEN OH
QUENTIN PEEL
Safety Officer  JOE PAMPANELLA

Investment Manager, Drama  SCREEN AUSTRALIA
Head of Production  TIM PHILLIPS
SALLY CAPLAN

Development and Investment Manager  FILM VICTORIA
FRANZISKA
WAGENFELD
Head of Screen Industry Programs  ROSS HUTCHENS

Legals  MACLEAY WILLIAM
Partners  GREG SITCH
NINA STEVENSON
Senior Solicitors  DAVIDS DARZINS
DUNCAN GORDON

U.S. Legals  GAINES, SOLOMON
Senior Partner  LAW GROUP LLP
FREDERIC N.
GAINES
Assistant to Frederic N. Gaines  BRENDA YOUNG

FULCRUM MEDIA
FINANCE
Managing Director  SHARON MENZIES
Corporate Counsel  MIKE ADAMS

Completion Guarantor  FILM FINANCES
ANNI BROWNING
SU ARMSTRONG
POPPY DOWLE
PAULA JENSEN

Thanks to
Mike Baard
Ann Churchill-Brown
Stephanie Browne Australia
Martha Coleman
Coal Creek Museum
CWA Horsham
Jenny Darling
Michael Duffy
Veronica Gleeson
Mary Good
Robyn Kershaw
Jan Logan
MacPac
Rachel McGennisken
Emma Morgan & Mario Verescuk - Real People
Hylda Queally
Annette Rypalski
Charlotte Seymour
Sue Seymour
Nigel Sharp
Dallas Smith
Jenni Tosi
Will Ward
Libby Wilson
Singer sewing machine courtesy of SVP Worldwide

MUSIC

“Meet Me With Your Black Dress On”
Written by Nelson/Bihari
Published by Universal Music – Careers
Administered by Universal Music Publishing MGB Australia Pty Ltd
Produced and Recorded by Shane O’Mara featuring Chris Wilson

“By The Light Of The Silvery Moon”
Written by Gus Edwards and Edward Madden (Public Domain)
Performed by Mark Leonard Winter

“The Dungatar Football Club Song”
Traditional Work
Arrangement and Lyrics by Kate Dean & Bernard Galbally
Performed by The Dungatar Football Team

“Bang Bang”
Written by C.Isnard (Mushroom Music)
Performed by Lanie Lane
Licensed courtesy of Ivy League/Liberation Music

“Sous le dôme épais (The Flower Duet)” from Lakmé
Composed by Leo Delibes (Public Domain)
Performed by The City Of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra
Licensed courtesy of Mana Music Productions Pty Ltd on behalf of Silva Screen Records Ltd

“Ballad Of A Teenage Queen”
Written by J. Clement
Published by Song of PolyGram Int., Inc.
Administered by Universal Music Publishing Pty Ltd
Arranged and Produced by David Hirschfelder, Recorded by Shane O’Mara featuring Lanie Lane
“Be Anything”
Written by I. Gordon
Published by Bourne Co.
Administered by Universal Music Publishing Pty Ltd
Arranged and Produced by David Hirschfelder,
Recorded by Shane O’Mara featuring Lanie Lane

“Lover Man”
Written by Ramirez/Davis/Sherman
Published by Universal Music Corp.
Administered by Universal Music Publishing Pty Ltd
Performed by Billie Holiday
Under license from The Verve Music Group, a Division of UMG Recordings, Inc.
Licensed courtesy of Universal Music Australia Pty Limited.

"Bali Ha’i" from South Pacific
Written by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
Published by Native Tongue Music Publishing Pty Ltd obo Williamson Music, An Imagem Company
Performed by Bloody Mary & The Ken Darby Singers
Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation

"People Will Say We’re In Love"
Written by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
Published by Native Tongue Music Publishing Pty Ltd obo Williamson Music, An Imagem Company
Performed by Gordon Macrae & Shirley Jones
Under license from Angel Records
Licensed courtesy of Universal Music Australia Pty Limited.

“Bridal Chorus”
Composed by Richard Wagner
Arranged and recorded by David Hirschfelder

“A Fool Such As I”
Written by W. Trader
Published by Universal Music Corp.
Administered by Universal Music Publishing Pty Ltd
Arranged and Produced by David Hirschfelder, Recorded by Shane O’Mara featuring Chris Wilson

“The Belle Of Belfast City”
Traditional Work
Produced and Recorded by Shane O’Mara featuring Darren Gallagher

“Who Were You With Last Night”
Written by Fred Godfrey and Mark Sheridan (Public Domain)
Produced and Recorded by Shane O’Mara featuring Steve Purcell
"Three Little Maids" from Mikado
Written by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan
(Public Domain)
Arranged by David Hirschfelder
Performed by Margot Knight, Genevieve Picot & Francesca Waters

"Joe Walks Out" "Afternoon Outings" "Joe Gives In" "The Old Bathing Beauty" "Norma's Suspicions" from Sunset Blvd.
Written by Franz Waxman
Published by Sony/ATV Music Publishing Australia Pty Ltd.
Licensed courtesy of Paramount Pictures Corporation

SUNSET BLVD. Courtesy of Paramount Pictures
Filmed at Docklands Studios Melbourne, Australia; Mt Rothwell Biodiversity Interpretation Centre, Little River; Wimmera Region; Sun Theatre, Yarraville; Longerenong Homestead, Horsham; Muckleford Railway Station.

In loving memory of Denice Moorhouse

END
CREDITS

Developed, produced and filmed in Victoria, Australia with the assistance of
FILM VICTORIA AUSTRALIA LOGO

Developed with the assistance of
SCREEN NSW & LOGO

Produced with the assistance of
INGENIOUS SENIOR FILM FUND & LOGO and
WHITE HOT PRODUCTIONS & LOGO
Ian Kirk, John Kearney, Jon Stephens

SOUNDFIRM PTY LTD & LOGO

MOTION PICTURE LIGHTING PTY LTD & LOGO

PANAVISION LOGO & FULCRUM MEDIA FINANCE PTY LTD & LOGO & MEDIA SUPER LOGO

THE DRESSMAKER PRODUCTION PTY LTD

Australian Distribution
UNIVERSAL PICTURES LOGO